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Young- Wild West· and the Dynamite fiends
OR, ARIETTA AND THE AVENGERS
BY AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER 1.-A Little Excitemen t Starts Up.
The mining camp called Big Hit was established in Colorado quite a few years ago. It was
situated in the heart of the Rocky Mountains,
about eight miles west of the central part of the
State. Since that time the camp has become a
thriving mining town owned almost entirely by
rich capitalists, the name having been changed.
When Big Hit was in its infancy, and there was
much less of law and order prevailing in those
parts than at the present, Young Wild West, the
well-known boy hero, who was generally known as
the Champion Deadshot of the West, happened
t here, while making one of his horseback trips
through the wildest part of the country, in search
of excitement and adventure. With him were the
companion s who usually traveled with him.
They con~isted of his girl sweetheart , goldenhaired .Arietta Murdock; Cheyenne Charlie, the
scout, and his wife Anna; Jim Dart. a Wyomi~
hoy, and his sweetheart,' Eloise Gardner, and the
t wo Chinamen who worked for them all in the capacity of handy man and cook. The latter were
n amed Hop Wah and Wing Wah. It was near the
close of a pleasant day in the month of August
when the picturesque .party rode up the single,
crooked street of Big Hit and came to a halt before a long, low building with a flat roof, that
bore signs declaring it to be the general store,
hotel and office of the stage company that carried
p assengers and express to and from the ~amp
t hree times a week. There was not~ing greatly
different about Big Hit than the general run of
the mining camps to be found at the time of which
we write. It really looked the same as the average to our friends when they rode up and halted.
It wa~ not strange that they should be eyed
-sharply' by the small crowd that happened to be
gathered in front of the hotel, store, etc. While
it was not uncommon for strangers to arrive, the
a ppearance of this particular partv was somewhat different from any others the miners had yet
aeen. The young deadshot and his vartners had
t raveled pretty well through the Rockies, but they
had never yet been right in this spot before. They
bad heard of the mining camp named Big Hit
somewhere up that way, but were not yet aware

that this was the place. Then was no sign anywhere to let them know what the name of the
camp was.
"Want accommoda tions, I s'pose?" a rather
stout individual with a faded blue shirt and bare
hea d asked, immediatel y after the horses came to
a standstill in front of the buiilding.
"Can you fix us up with a good supper?'' Wild
asked, as he dismounted .
"Yes, I kin do that. But I was iest goin' to
tell you that I couldn't do no more than feed you
'cause every bed I've got in the house is bein;
occupied."
"That's all right, boss. We are in the habit of
sleeping in tents, so that won't matter one bit
We can pitch our camp somewhere around here:
and since it is rather late and ·wm take us quite
some time to cook our own supper, we'll eat here
if you can fix it up for us."
"I reckon I kin fix it up for you, young feller.
But my price for meals is two dollars straight to
strangers. Them what boards here by t he week
gits it somewhat less. Bein' accommoda ted is
worth somethin', you know."
"All right, my friend . I reckon we won't object
to that. There are eight of us, so .iust"'see to it
that supper is fixed up as soon as possible."
"Eight of you, eh? You must be countin' the
two heathens you have got Nith you."
"I certainly am counting them. They belong to
our party, you know."
"All right. But I ~in't never yet h::ed a heathen
to eat in my dinin'-room ."
"That's all right. They don't usually eat with
us when we stop at a hotol. You can fix them a
place in the kitchen or s~ewhel'e else. But of
course they must have just as goo;i as we get."
"A heathen don't need as good a:rub as' a white
man, l(f>Ung feller."
·
"See here," and the boy spoke a little sharply,
at the same time pushing his way past two or
three rough-look ing fellows who barred the way,
until he was right before the proprietor of the
hotel, "if you are going to charge two dollars a
head for supper you are supposed to give two dollars' worth. It matters not whether it is a Chinaman or a white person who is going to eat."
"It don't, eh? Well, leavin's is good enough for
heathens any time."
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"All right, my friend, if that's the_way you feel
about it you needn't bother about g etting the supper ready. The chances are it would take quite
as long as it would if we prepared it ourselves.
Sorry to put you out any, or give you an idea that
you was going to do a little business; but we will
call it off."
.
Then the boy coolly turned on his heel, and taking his horse by the bridle, nodded to his companions 'and said :
· "I reckon we will go over by the brook and
stop. Wing· can go ahead and get the supper
ready, while the rest of us will manage to put up
the tents. Come on."
The distance to the spot the boy referred to was
not far, so he did not take the trouble of mounting
his horse, but started away leading him by the
bridle-rein. No one in the party, even to the girls,
seemed to be at all disconcerted at the result of
the conversation between Young Wild Welilt and
the hotel-keeper. They simply started their
horses forward and followed him just as if they
were well satisfied.
'-'Well, what do you think of that?" the man
wearing the faded blue shirt exclaimed, as he
watched the party of ri f ers headinit toward the
brook which ran down the hill awav off to the
right and passed on throug h t he mining camp until it entered the rather wide creek at the other
side.
"Sorter serves you right, I think. Jerry," one
· of the men answered, grinning somewhat. "There
wasn't :hothin' to be made by you talkin' that way
about the heathens they ha d with 'em. The kid
was right when ·he sa id if two dollars was paid
for a meal it didn't make no difference whether
the heathen or a white man was to eat it."
"Never you mind, Spud Doherty," snapped Jerry Dodge, the proprietor of the piace. "I reckon
I know my business. What I said !'II stick to. I
don't care how much money a heathen Chinee ha s
got, he ain't goin' to git the same kind of grub in
my hotel."
The others standing about commented upon
what had happened, some of them siding with
Jerry Dodge, and others with Spud Doherty. But
no ·doubt they all thought that the proprietor ha~
been a little too fast. But it was his loss, not
theirs, so accepting the invitation of Doherty,
they filed in and lined themselves up to the bar
two deep, since it was not a very long one. It
was not more than five minutes when a shout
went up from the outside, and the crowd rushed
· for the door. A dozen or mor.e men. very roughlooking fellows, it must be said, were leaping
about in the sandy street before the big shanty
and acting very much as if they were enjoying
themselves. Right in the midst of them was a
heathen Chinee.
Probably those who had barred his progress
had never seen him before, but those who hurried
out of the barroom recognized him as one of the
two (who had just left there with the party of
strangers to go into camp near the brook. The
Chinaman appeared to be greatly frightened,
though as yet no one had laid hands upon him.
The miners had formed about him, and each time
/ he attempted to break away they would close in
and prevent it. Then they would laugh boisterously and treat him to a salute, the salute being

all sorts of names they could lay their tongues to.
Finding · he could not get through them, the
Chinaman raised his voice and shouted:
"Hip hi! Misler Wild, Misler Wild! Um bad
Melican men no lettee me go to um store. Hully
uppee, hully uppee."
The shrill voice raised so high was bound to be
heard, and as Spud Doherty ran out and looked in
the direction the strangers had -taken a short
time ago, he saw them all at a halt and dismounted. But more than that. The other Chinaman belonging to the party was kindling a fire,
and the smoke was already rising. Spud acted
very much as if he would like to take the Chinaman's part. But he dared not do so, since he
knew the men would all be against him. No doubt
the majority of them had no real intention of
harmini: the heathen, but it was a prettT, sure
thing that he would receive some rather rough
treatment at their hands before they ~ through
with him. Jerry Dodge came out and broke into
a laugh at once, for it just suited him.
· "Give it to him, boys," he called out. "I ain't
got no use for \a heathen, an' never did have. It's
one of them what was here a little while ago with
them fancy-lookin' fellers an' the gals."
While Hop Wah was making a bi"' time of it
and acting as if he was nearly frightened out of
his wits, he really was not frightened at all. The
fact was that he was remarkably cool, and quick
to think and act. Being a sleight-of-hand performer, and a born practical joker, he was something more than the average of his race, too. Tbe
men laughed derisively when he shouted for assistance, and then closed in on him, and the next
thing he knew Hop was seized by half a dozen
pairs of hands and pulled over to the front of the
big shanty. But not before he had managed to
pull a small oblong package from one of the
pockets the inside of his iacket contained.
"Stoppee lat!" he cried, as he threw his arms
about and temporarily drove his tormentors back.
One of them happened to be smoking a cigar, and
before he knew it the Chinaman seized it from his
mouth. Then the lighted end of the cigar was
thrust to his other hand, which was holding the
little package. There was a sharp sputter, and
the package was dropped into 'the midst of the
crowd. Bang! A loud explosion rang out, and
the air was fl.lied with such a dense smoke that
the astounded miners could not see each other for
the space of two or three seconds.
When the smoke cleared away sufficiently for
them to look about, the Chinaman was no longer
there. Several of them had their beards singed,
too, and one man declared that his eyes had been
put out. It happened that the hotel-keeper was
very close to the Chinaman when the explosion
occurred, and he :4ad got a pretty _good dose of it.
He made a bolt inside his place as ouickly as he
could find the door, and he stood there rubbing his
face while a string of oaths came from his lips.
But he was quickly brought to his senses again,
for loud voices were heard outside, and then the
voice of the boy who had been talking with him
a few minutes before came to his ears. Out went
Jerry, and he was just in time to see the two boys
and the man facing the crowd of miners, who had
scarcely yet recovered from the effects of the explosion.
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"Gentlemen," the boy said, speaking as coolly
as if he was merely addressing a number of warm
friends, "we heard the heathen let out a yell for
help and, of course, we started here to find out
what the trouble was. But before we g ot here
t;here was quite an explosion. Now then, where
is the Chinaman? If you have killed him, I guarantee that you will suffer f or it."
"I reckon nobody didn't kill him," Jerry Dodge
spoke up, as he stepped over to the side of the
boy. "-More likely he come nigh killin' somebody
else. I happened to be watchin', a n' I ~een him
light somethin' he was holdin' in his hand. He
pulled a cigar from the mouth of M!-1ffins an'
lighted it with the cigar. It went off like one of
them big things what's used on the Fourth of July
in some places. My! but didn't it make a time for
a minute."
.
"Me allee light, Misler Wild," came from the
· door at the back of the building that was occupied as a store. "Makee bad Melican men ~elly
muchee 'flaid, so be. Mi'l ,velly smartee Chmee.
Hip hi, hoolay!"
·
.
· .
Then the Chinaman ·pushed his way f earlessly
through the crowd and took his stand near the
young deadshot and his partners.
"Gentlemen " our hero said, in the cool and easy
way that had 'helped make him famous, "I reckfl"!l
this will be about all."
Then he took the Chinaman by the arm and
started to enter the store.
"Hold on, kid!"
.
It was the man called Muffins, from whom Hop
had taken the cigar in order to light his homemade firecracker, who spoke.
"What do you want, my friend?"
.
.
"I'm going to hang the heathen up by his pigtail, an' if you don't like it I'll hang you up by
your heels."
.
.
"Oh I'll take that back, then, my saying it was
about 'an " and then the boy whipped a revolver
from the' holster at his side so quickly that few
there even saw it done.
The muzzle of the weapon was thrust squarely
against the m~er'~ brea_st, and then the boy
called out in a rmgmg voice :
"Now then, go ahead!"
·

CHAPTER 11.-Wild Easily Becomes Master of
the Situation.
A hoarse murmur of astonishment went up
from those standing about when they realized
that Muffins was in danger of having a hole blown
through him by the boy's revolver. Several of
them reached for their guns. But before they
could draw them Cheyenne Charlie called out commandingly:
,
"The first galoot as pulls a gun will die. '
He had a revolver in either hand, and Jim Dart
was almost as quick to draw his brace of guns.
Certainly if the men composing the crowd were
astonished before, thev were astounded now.
"Ho--hold on," Muffins called out, with a gasp.
"Don't shoot, young feller. I ain't goin' to do
nothin' to the Chinaman, or you either. But I
didn't think anyone could take so much stock in
a common heathen as to pull a gun on a man."
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"O}( is that the way you feel about it now?"
"Take the gun away, won't you?"
This was said almost pleadingly.
"All right, then," arid the young deadshot
slowly pulled the r evolver back a few inches. But
the muzzle was turned directly toward the man's
brea st just the same. Jerry Dodge, the proprietor
of the h ot el, now wa lked boldly out a long-barreled pistol in his hand.
'
"It seems that there ain't much sand in you fellers standin' around here," he called out and
then he deliberatelv turned the weanon st;a ight
toward Wild. Cr~ck ! The boy wheeled suddenly
a nd fi red, and the pistol went flying from the
man's hand.
"So:rry t o have to do anything like this boss"
the boy said, a s he quickly covered Muffin; agai~.
"But, you see, I never allow anyone to take a shot
at ~e, if I ca_n help it.. Now then, vou take my
advice, and be very quiet for a minute or two.
If yo_u don't, I'll trim your ears for you. They
certamly look as if it wouldn't hurt a little to have
an 'inch or two clipped f rom them."
"Never mind, Charlie. I rather think that the
boss of the hotel isn't half as bad a s he appears
to be."
~1eanwhi~e, Dodge stood there, his face very
white, lookmg alternately from the • pistol that
had dropped to the ground to the hand that had
held it but a short time before. There was no
blood upon his fingers, so he must have realized
that he had not been hurt. But since the bullet
had simply hit the weapon and not his hand at
all, there was . a reason for this. No doubt he
must have felt a sort of sting, and this, together
wi~h the report that c~me so. unexpectedly, was
quite enough to make him drop it.
"Gentlemen," Young Wild West callea out as
coolly as if he was addressing an audience' of
friends, "I am mighty sorry that anything has
happened. We came here as strangers expecting
to mind our own affairs. But some of you have
chosen to interfere with one of our Chinamen.
He was sent to the store to make a purchase of
something we needed, and he was not permitted
to get there. I don't mind telling you once more
that if anyone interferes with the heathen he will
get into trouble. I won't say just how far the
trouble will go, either, for I'll tell you plainly that
when I fire a shot I always hit what I aim at. I
aimed at that gun in the hands of the hotel man
just now, and I reckon I hit it. How about it,
boss?"
He was addressing them collectiveb•. but mostly
for the benefit of Dodge.
"You hit it," came the quick replv. "Mighty
glad you didn't shoot at my hand. S'pose you
would have hit that, too, if you had wanted to."
"I reckon I would, boss. I'll show vou a pretty
good stunt if you want me to. Just nick up that
gun, and level it straight at me. I'll try and land
a bullet squarely in the muzzle of it. I have an
idea that the caliber is larger than these I have
here, so there won't be a lot of trouble about doing it."
This from a stranger, and what some of them
considered a mere boy at that, was the limit. A
silence came from the crowd, and Wild and Charlie could readily see th.at the majority were looking at Wild with admiration. Some appeared tQ
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be actually frightened, while a few acted as if
they were disgusted. But the majority were with
the boy, that was certain. This would !lot have
made a particle of difference to YounP- Wild West.
He had very often faced a crowd as large as that
when every man in it was against him. The best
part of it was that he had always come out "at
the top of the heap,"- so to speak.
"Young feller, you're true ·blue, through an'
through an' I want you to believe me when I say
it," Sp~d Doherty excl~imed, his face beaming
with satisfaction and delight.
• "All right, my friend. tm glad you think that
way. You have been a witness to what has haupened here, and I'm sure you'll not hold us to
blame."
"Hold you to blame! Why, I reckon not. _I
wo-.fldn't have let 'em hurt the Chinaman without takin' his part, an' you kin bet on it. I fe!t
like doin' it right at the start, but I knowe4 if
I did I'd git laughed at, 'cause most ~very <?n~
here thinks a .heathen don't amount to nothm ,
that he kin be knocked about like a strange dog.
But I've been wonderin' who you might be, young
feller."
·
"Is that so? Well, my name is Young Wild
West." At this a simultaneous cry went ~p
from as many as a dozen. Plainly that many m
the crowd had heard the boy's name befo.re. But
it happened that Spud Doherty had not. He had
spent the past ten years in Colorado, and he
boasted many times that he had not been m?re
than twenty miles away from the railroad station
he had landed at when he came there.
· It happened t~t our hero ~nd hi~ partners had
missed that particular place m their travel_s, and
Doherty, being unable to read, knew nothing of
them. Probably he may have heard the name of
Young Wild West mentioned at some time or
other but he had not thought enough of it to
remei'nber it. Thus it was that the name was as
strange to him as the boy. But ignorant as he
was he could tell what suited him and what did
not.' Young Wild West just suited him. That
was plain.
.
"Name sounds putty good, anyhow," he said,
after he had looked about in surprise at those
who showed plainly that they had heard the name
of Young Wild West ·before. "Most likely you
was born somewhere in this part of the country."
"I reckon I was born in Kansas, my friend,
but the earliest I can remember I was living in
Wyoming, up near Fort Bridger."
"Spud," one of the men said, stepping forward
rather timidly, "that young feller is s'posed to be
the Champion Deadshot of the West."
"ls that so?" · and Spud turned a questioning
look at the young deadshot.
"Don't mind what he says, Mr.--" '
"No mister about it," Spud corrected, quickly.
"My name is Spud Doherty, an' I'm s'posed to
be about the most ignorant- galoot as ever wore
boots. Never had no chance to learn much, but
sometimes I sorter think that I know what's what.
You don't have to tell me whether you're the
.Champion Deadshot of· the West or not. I seen
enough just now to make me know that you know
how to shoot somewhat. You clipped that oldfashioned ,gun of Jerry Dodge's from his hand jest
~ neat ~s a pin, an' I never seen a shot fired as
CJUickly in all m! lif~ before."

"Velly nicee evening, so be," Hop Wah spoke
up, as if he thought i.t about time to change
tbe subject. All eyes turned upon him, and when
they saw the bland smile that held possession of
his yellow countenance, more than one grinned.
"Me allee samee Young Wild West's Clevee
Chinee, so 'be," Hop went on to say, and th{ln he
made a low bow.
"Gentlemen," our hero said, ignoring the Chinaman entirely, "I hope you will be · satisfied to let
the Chinaman alone now."
"Nobody wanted to hurt him, anyhow, Youni
Wild West," a voice called out from somewhere
back in the crowd, and then a miner who had
been one of the worst of the lot came forward and
put out his hand to the Chinaman.
Hop seized it and gave the hand a hearty grip.
"Now then," the fellow said, "you go with me,
if you want to go to the store. I'll nut a hole in
the first galoot as undertakes so much as to lay a
hand on you. That's the way I feel about it now.
. I'm dead sorry I was for givin' you a maulin' a
iittle while ago. A heathen is a heathen, maybe,
but you don't seem to be ·of the common kind."
"You velly nice Melican man," Hop answered, ·
and then winking at Wild and his partners, he
walked away with the man and quickly entered
the doorway of the general store, as it was called.
There were probably but two men in the crowd
who were not exactly satisfied with the way
things had turned out. They were Jerry Dodge,
the hotel keeper, and the big ruffian who was
called Muffins.
They tried to make it appear that everything
was all right, but Wild knew pretty well that they
could be put down as his enemies. · However, he
was not the one td pursue the thing any further
just then.
. "I reckon we'll go back to our camp and help
along with the supper, gentlemen,'' he said, as he
glanced toward the filore. "Probably you will
permit our heathen to come back with the things
he has gone to buy. We will see you after ·supper."
.
Then the boy coolly dropped his revolver back
into the holster at.his side, and turned and walked
away. Charlie and Jim we~. a little more cautious about doing this. Jim was the first to put
away his guns. Then Charlie lowered his left
hand and let that one drop into the holster.
"There's a lot of good fellers among yop, I kin
sec," he called out, smiling. "But I kin see a few
bad ones, too. I'm lookin' out for them. Ain't
goin' to run the chance of havin' a sly shot fired.."
"That ain't goin' to happen,'' Doherty declared,
quickly. "There's too many here what knows it
wouldn't be right for that. You gents go an' git
your supper.. Most likely you'll find- me here when
you come back. I'm goin' over to my shanty to
git a little somethin' to eat myself."
Charlie nodded, and then put away the revolver. Our three friends walked leisurely back
to the camp and found that Wing, the cook, had
the coffee over the fire and was busy broiling
some mutton chops which had been cut from the
carcass of a mountain sheep that was slain the
day before. The girls seemed to be relieved when
the three returned, for they had heard Hop's
shout for help.
"Who red that shat, Wild?" Arietta asked, running to meet him.
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·ur did, little girl," was the reply.

"Oh! I thought some one might have shot you
when I heard it."
"You did, eh? Well, you should have known
better than that, Et. If such a thing had happened you would have heard a: couple of morn
shot, I kIJ.OW, for Charlie and Jim certainly
wouldn't stand around and see me shot without
doing something."
"You kin bet your life we wouldn't," the scout
exclaimed, his eyes flashing. "But there wasn't
no need of doin' any shootm'. Wild had 'em in
hand in a jiffy. Of course, me an' Jim was
ready in case anything happened. A lot of 'em
there might have tried• to do a little shootin' if
we hadn't got the drop on 'em."
Then he proceeded to explain all that had happened. This was not at all new to the girls.
Young Wild W elit had a way of shooting guns
from the 11.ands of villains as they were about to
use them upon him . . W,hen they learned that Hop
was all right they were satisfied, so they a,t once
set about to finishing the task they had put themselves to which was to assist in putting the camp
in shape'. Wild and his partners had started to
put up the two tents when they wer~ called _by
the Chinaman, so they now turned their attent10n
to the work again, and the result was that before
the supper was ready the tents were up and the
gtrls were fixing up things inside. Hop came back
in about ten minutes, carrying what he had been
sent to the !It-Ore for. He also had something else,
for it had taken him not more than two or three
minutes to ml;l,ke his purchase, and he had then
entered the barroom of the hotel through a door
that connected with the store. ·
While he refused the invitation to drink which
came from many of the miners, he lost no time
in purch.a sing a bottle of tanglefoot, as he called
whisky. This he had in one of his pockets at that
mo~ent, though his jacket _hung in ·such a. fashion that it could not be noticed. But that Jacket
Hop wore was a WC?nde:rful one, and a li~~le of
everything was carried m the pockets. Bemg a
magician, it was necessary for Hop to have all
sorts of small articles to assist him in performing his tricks. But he had chemicals as well ar:t
home-made firecrackers and other pieces of fireworks, so this will explain how - it was that he
had managed to cause the explosion and save himself from being subjected to a rough handling
from the crowd of miners.
"Suppee leddy," Wing called out a few minutes
after the arrival ·of his brother. "Evelybody
comee eatee, so be."
As the sun was just sinking below a distant
range in the west, it was time for supper, and
all being hungry, a rush was made for the flat
rock that tbe cook had selected to spread the
repast upon. Th.e crude way of living our friends
had might not have suited those not accustomed
to such things. But to them it was all right.
They always ate in the open air unless it happened to be raining too hard. Then sometimes
they were willing to wait until the storm cleared
if it was not possible to kindle a fire. The outdoor life they were leading was bound to give
· them all good appetites, and as the cook had seen
fit to prepare more than enough for them, there
was nothing to hinder them from satisfying their
appetites now. Supper was eaten a.nd then it began to grow dark. A bright light sudcj.enly ap-
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peared in front of the hotel and store, and as
they looked that way, attracted by it, our friends
saw two men walking rapidly toward their camp.
One was Spud Doher ty, and ihe other a tall, middle-aged man who was dressed .somewhat better
than any of the men they had yet seen in the min'
ing camp.
"What now, Wild?" Cheyenne Charlie asked,
with a shi·ug of the shoulders.
"I don't know, Charlie, but that fellow they
call Spud is certainly a friend of our s. Take it
easy. We'll soon find out who the other fellow
·
is and what they want."

CHAPTER III.-The Dynamiters.
The fire was still burning and a lantern was
now lighted, so there might be plenty of light in
the camp. Spud Doherty walked more briskly as
he got close to the camp and, leadinli the way,
he came to a stop within a few feet of where Wild
and his partners were standing, and called out:
"Kin I have a few words with you, Young Wild.
West?"
"Sartinly," the young deadshot answered,
.
quickly. "Come right on."
Then the two came forward and Spud touched
the man he had with him upon the arm and
'
said:
"This is John Armstrong, the boss of the mine
up here, Young Wild West. He wanted me to
make you acquainted with him."
"How do you do, Mr. ArmstroP£"?" Wild said
as he accepted the hand that was offered. "I'~
very glad to meet you."
"And "I'm more than glad to meet you Young
Wild West," was the reply. . "Having heard so
much _of you, it is indeed a plea11ure as well as a
surprise to_ find you here at Bia- Hit -camp."
Wild smiled, and then introduced him to Charlie· and Jim. The mine boss took little or no
notice of the girls or the two Chinamen. He
seemed really to be more than glad to meet the
young deadshot and his partnus. Having heard
t~at yo~ always show a · willinr;ness to do the
right -thing and help out any one who is in need
of it, I decided to come over and have a talk with
you as soon as I heard you were he:re," John
Armstrong went on, as he sat upon a rock that
Wild pointed out.
"I see Mr. Armstrong," the young deadshot anS;Vered, as he dropped upon the ground before
'
him.
Charlie and Jim took positions near him and
then Spud sat down, too. They were grouped
probably ten yards from -the tents where the girts
were sitti~g not far from the fire. The lantern
Hop had hghte~ set upon a low ledge right near
them, so our friends could see the face of their
·
visitor plainly as he talked.
"The reputation you have made reaches far
and wide, Young Wild West," Armstrong remarked after a rather lengthy pause. "You a1·e
known as the Champion Deadshot of the West
and you never back down when you once start ~
do a thing. ls that right?"
"Pi:etty nearly right, I suppose.'.' Wild answered, looking at him someV{hat pu'zled, for he
could not imagine just what he was driving at. .
Spud then put in a word.
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"You see, Young Wild West, I'm one of the
foreman up at the mine, an' Mr. Armstrong is
the head boss. There's goin' to be some trouble
up there, an' most likely it will start to-morrow
mornin'. Mr. Armstrong , as soon as he found
you was here, thought maybe you might help him
out."
"In what way?" Wild questioned, looking
straight at the mine boss.
"Well, if the men should conspire to quit their
work and prevent others from takin/? their places,
I should need some one to help me.'
"You mean if they should go on strike?"
"Yes, I suppose that's what you can call it.''
"What reasons have they for striking?",
"No good reasons, certainly. They are being
paid as good wages as they could expect. But
they are led by a man named Bill Perry, who
seems to have a grudge against me and the others
who own an interest in the big mine, because he
owned a claim there and sold it to us cheap, and
it afterward turned out to be a very rich spot.
I gave him a good position there, and every time
he has asked for a raise he has received it without a word of dissent. But he ·seems to be bent
upon stopping the work, no' doubt for the purpose
of putting u s in a -}role. Now then, if he succeeds
in getting the majority of the men to quit, I will
have to look for others to take their places. Tl).en
I suppose there would be a fight.''
"Quite likely, Mr. Armstrong . What sort of a
man is this Bill Perry'l-''
.
"He's got a mighty bad reputation, Young Wild
West," Sfnud answered, before the mine boss could
speak. ' They call him the dynamiter, 'cause he's
an expert at handlin' that stuff."
"And the majority- of the men working at the
mine are his friends, I suppose?"
·
"Yes, it seems that way. Most of the worst
ones in the camp, too. Muffins, the feller you had
some trouble with, is his right bower. I s'pose
if Bill Perry had been there when you folks first
showed up there would have been a little more
trouble than there was. Most likely he would
have chanced taking a shot at you."
"Oh, that's the way it is, eh? How a}lout the
man who keeps the hotel? He seemed to be a
very good friend of Muffins.''
"He is. He's a friend to Bill Perry, too. Perry
stops at the hotel, you know."
"But I do, t oo, for that matter," Armstrong
declared. "Dodge and I are quite friendly, I'm
sure, though I have noticed that he seems to lean
toward the bad element a little."
Wild thought for a moment.
- "Mr. Armstrong ," he said, looking the man
squar ely in the face, "I won't promise you that I
will interfere if anything should happen in the
way of a strike. It would hardly seem right :for
us to do it. Of course, if there got to be a big
fight over it, and we were threatened in any way
it would be different. But to interfere in a dispute between a boss and his workmen does not
seem to me to be exactly the right thing. You
have told your side of the story, and while I have
an idea tha t the fellow called Muffins is no good
and probably Bill Perry is the same, I think it
would be better to hear what they have to say
before we do anything.''
"Oh, if you feel that way about it, I am sorry I
broached the subject," and Armstrong arose to his
feet.

"What did you think we would do in the matter,
anyhow?" Wild asked, smiling curiously.
, "Well, I thought you would be willing to take
the side of the right."
"How do we know which is right? We have
only had your story, as I just told you."
"You wouldn't insinuate that I have been telling an untruth?"
"Not at all, Mr. Armstrong . Please don't think
that way. I have never been mixed up much in
troubles thM exist between employers and the
employed. But sometimes a man can think he is
dead right, and yet there is a reasonable doubt
that he may be wrong. • You say that this man
Perry has a grudge against you and the others
who ?Wn the mine because he sold his claim cheap
and it afterward turned out to be a rich spot.
There is lo~c in that, for probably he may feel
sore about it. But why he sho1lld create a strike
for the purpose of stopping the work he is doing
Seems rather strange to me.'' "Very well, Young Wild West. I shall say no
more about the matter, but I hope you will investigate it and satisfy yourself as to whether I am
right or not. It may be that the trouble will blow
?Ver, for I am authorized to gr!lnt the men a raise
m wages should they demand it. _But I know if I
should discharge Bill Perry, the trouble would
surely break out."
"And do you say that Perry is a worse man ·
than Muffins?" Wild asked, turning to Doherty.
"Yes; he is about the toughest customer we
have got in the .c amp. He don't care nothin' for
nobody or nothin'. He's shot three men in the last
seven weeks, an' none of 'em was deservin' of it.
They was all dropped afore they had a chance.''
"Is that right, Mr. Armstrong ?"
"From what I have heard it is correct, Young
Wild West." .
"And this man seems to be in control of your
working forces at the mine?"
"Yes, he has nearly all them on his side.''
"And you fear to discharge him?"
,
"Yes, because I know the trouble would break
.out right away. If I permit him to work and offer him more wages, things might go on until we
are in better shape.''
"All right, Mr. Armstrong , we'll remain here a
day or two, and see what happens. But I want to
meet this fellow you call Bill Perry first. It won't
take me more than a minute to size him up for
what he is.''
.
'" You'll meet him soon enough, Young Wild
West," Spt!d spoke up, earnestly. "He'll be lookin' for youi 'cause it's more than likely that Muffins has to d him of what happened afore supper
long afore this."
.
At that moment Arietta, who happened to be
looking toward the collection of shanties, saw a
number of forms approachin g through the darkness. The rest heard their footsteps almost at
the same time. All eyes were turned in the direction, and when Wild saw as many as a dozen
men hea ding that way, he realized that he must
be ready for business.
"Look out, boys!" he exclaimed. "The ~nces
are the very man we have been talking abdut is
coming."
"
' " That's who it isl" Spud exclaimed, stepping
?ack a littl~. "Tli_at's ~ill Perry comin', an' ther,
1s Muffins nght with him. Look out, Young Wild
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West. Perry is a sneaky feller, an' he's. mighty
.
quick on the shoot."
"Glad you told me," and the boy laughed lightly.
Thep he stepped back a little, so the light could
not shine on him very well, while Charlie and Jim
took positions on either side.
There were as many as a dozen in the party,
sure enough. Straight to the camp ,they came,
almost walking past our hero and thc,se who were
stand_ing near him.
"Where is Young Wild West?". Muffins called
out, harshly.
"Right here," the -young deadshot answered
quickly, and then he leaped out before them, a revolver in his hand. "What do you want?"
"I want to introduce you to a friend of mine,
that's all," and the villain's voice became :more
gentle instantly.
''Oh, is that it? All right. I am always glad
to meet good people. Who is your friend?"
"His name is Bill Perry, an' he's one of the best
men in Big Hit."
"I'm the feller he's speakin' of," a tall, lanky
inan spoke up, as he stepped out into view.
Wild saw that he had a gun in his hand, and
remembering what Spud had told him a minute
or two before, he was ready for him.
"Are you thinking of doing any shooting, Mr.
·
Perry?" the boy asked, coolly.
At this. the fellow dropped his head and looked
at the weapon in bis hand.
'"If you are not you had better put that piece
.
of hardware away."
"What's he doin' here_?" came from Bill Perry,
as he raised his head and looked sharply at the
llline boss.
Wild suddenly reached out and thrust his gun
right under the nose of the man.
· "I don't know as tha.t's any of your business,
Bill Perry," he said. "WhilE! I don't think you
amount to a great deal, I am not going to take
any chances with you. It looks to me as if you
brought your gang over here for the purpose of
cleaning us· out. Now then, if you don't put that
gun away inside of two seconds I'll bore a hole
through you."
"An' the first measly coyote what tries to interfere in this here game will git shot quicker
than greased lightnin'!" Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed, as he flourished a revolver in eit~er hand.
Evidently the men who had followed Bill Perry
to the place had not figured on anyt~ing l_ike this
happening. They all showed somethmg hke consternation. Perry hesitated for a moment, and
then put his gun into the holster. The others,
who had drawn their weapons, too, before reaching the camp, kept them pointed toward the
ground.
"Perry," Wild said, speaking rather slowly, but
in a voice that meant business, "I reckon you had
better tell your friends that they don't need their
guns just now.· Of course, you don't have to do it,
but I am on),y saying it for their own good."
That was enough. Every man returned his gun
to the holster.
"Huh!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie, as if he
was disgusted. "Fine lot of men I ca1l you fellers. Come here thinkin' you would scare us even
if ou didn't mean to -shoot ps. But say, let me
tel you somethin'. It will take a gang a whole
lot bigger than yours to do anything like that.
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We ain't in the habit of gittin'· scared. I know
what I'd do if I was Young Wild West."
. "Keep still, Charlie," the young deadshot called
out. "I reckon I'll do the talking.·•
"Well, all right. I couldn't help saying that,
Wild," and the scout shrugged his shoulders 1 but
was careful to keep his guns pointed towara the
.
group.
· "We didn't come over here to bother with you
strangers," Bill Per.ry said, after a short silence.
"We seen Armstrong comin' this way with Spud
Doherty, an' we allowed ·we had better foller him
. ·
an' find out what he was u p to."
"What do you want with me, Bill?" Armstrong
asked, rather coolly, as he stepped up and faced
.
the man.
"Nothin' much, though I may as well teJI you
that none of us ain't goin' to work tomorrow
mornin', an' if you try to put anybody in our
places we'll blow up every buildin' you have got
with dynamite.':
"That's a bad threat," the mine boss declared,
he was
shrugging his shoulders and showing that
1
·
quite uneasy.
"I don't care how bad a threat it is. · That's
what we're goin' to do. Here's jest twelve of u s,
countin' myself, an' I reckon that's enough to run
things up at the mine for a while. We ain't goin'
to work tomorrow, an' if anybody else goes to
work, up goes the whole business in a jiffy. You
know as well as I ·do that I'm the boss man with
dynamite in. these here parts. I don't mind tellin'
you that I've got about every ounce of it that there
is in the camp in my charge right now. I'm going to bust up business at the mine. I'll show
you that I ain't to be swindled in any kind of
fashion, an' I've got enough men to back me up in
·
it, too."
Armstrong turned almost despairingly to our
·
hero.
"Now then, you know what sort of men they
·
are," he said, in a low tone of voice.
"I reckon I do," was the reply. "I don't need
to hear anything further to make me decide upon
what course I will take in the matter. But I
reckon we don't want any of this talk around here.
We pitched our camp here intending to mind our
own affairs, and I hardly think it is right fo:r a
gang of ruffians to come here and create any
excitement. These fellows have got to sneak in
a hurry. If they don't, lead will fly."
Then he turned to the leader, who claimed to be
the boss dynamiter of those parts, and added:
"Bill Perry, I reckon you know what to do.
Make yourself scarce, and be quick about it."
Up went the gun the boy had in his hand, and
the muzzle almost touched the man's nose. .
"Hey, there, kid!" the villain exclaimed. "I
reckon you ain't meanin' what you're sayin'." .
- "Yes, I am, every word of it. Vamoose. Light
_
out."
Perry Jocked around at his men. But seeing
that none of them showed signs of resenting what
they boy said, he shrugged his shoulders and then
turned and walked away.
"Go on, all of you!" Wild commanded, making
a threatening motion with his gun.
"Hadn't we better pepper their heels a little
bit, Wild?" the scout asked.
"Not yet, Charlie. If they go away peaceably
it is all right. But they have got to hurry a
·
little."
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The whole twelve' men at once started on a pen and some papers. No doubt this was to give
quick walk, and were soon on their way to the it the appearance of an office. Hop grinned
shanty hotel.
broadly and then squatted into an easy chair that
Not a word was said unt il they disappeared be- was before the table. He picked up the peb and,
hind the nearest str uctu r e at the mining camp·. dipping it in the ink, scrawled a little on a sheet
Then the young deadshot turned smilingly to the of paper. But this was not satisfying to him; so
mine boss and said:
·
.he put down the pen, and then after thinking for
"I reckon they are a p retty bad lot, Mr. Ar m, a moment, cJ;rew a ball of thin cord from one of
strong. Bt\t I hardly think it will take much to his pockets. On the side wall almost directly over
tame them. So they are dynamiters, are they? the little table hung a picture which had a someYou men see to it that they don't get the chance what heavy frame. A glass covered it, too, and it
to make good the threat the lea der made."
was so dusty that it looked as if a duster had not
"I don't know how. w e are going· to see to that. touched it in months.
•
Peny says he's got all the dynamite in his posBut this made no difference to the Chinaman.
session. 1 suppose he has, too, for he has always He was bent upon having a little fun, so he tied
been in charge of it."
the end of the string to the wire that held the
"All right. I reckon we'll help you out in this picture upon a nail, and then slipped the ball into
business. But wait until tomorrow morning. It his pocket. Having done this, he walked slowly
is hardly likely they will do anything tonight. to the door, and opening it, entered 'the barroom.
They will simply refuse to go t o wor k in the morn- Of course the ball unwound as he· did this, but
ing, and then wait to see what you will do about Hop worked it so nicely that no one, even if they
it. . We will be on hand at that time, so you need had been watching him for the purpose, would
not lose any sleep over it."
have dreamed of such a thing. There was a fairArmstrong looked at the boy as if he could sized crowd in the big barroom. Nearly all the.
hardly believe his own ears.
chairs and tables were occupied, and three or four
His face lighted up, and reaching out with both miners were at the bar. Jerry Dodge, the prohands, he caught the boy's right hand and shook prietor, stood at one end of the bar leaning upon
it heartily.
it with his elbow and puffing away at a cigar. He
"Excuse me for acting as I did a little while wore a red and white checked shirt, and a blue
ago," he said. "You were right in saying that handkerchief was tied at his throat. In this was
there were always two sides to a story. I am a diamond pin, the sparks of which did not fail to
glad that you have satisfied yourself -that what I catch the Chinaman's eye the instant he looked
told you was the truth. But I am quite sure there that way. Certainly Dodge appeared to be very
is going to be no end of trouble here, for the much of a sport. He, like the rest, turned and
dynamiters are a bad !tit. I call them dynamiters looked when the door of the office opened so unexbecause those who were here just now will believe pectedly.
in Bill Perry, and they will surely do as he di"Velly nicee night, so be," Hop said, as he
rects them."
paused and made a low bow.
"That's all r ight, Mr. Armstrong. Just wait
"Hello, heathen!" one o.f the miners called out,
until tomorrow morning."
running toward him. "We've been waitin' for
"I will, Youn~ Wild West."
you to show up ag'in. I reckon it's putty safe
Then he remauied there a few minutes longer, now. The re ain't none of us as feels like hurtin'
and bidding our friends good-night, went a way you"
with Spud Doherty. no doubt t o put in a sleepless
"'t ou velly nicee Melican man," Hop answered
night, for he certainly show~d himself to be very blandly. "Me likee you velly muchee. Maybe
nervous.
you wantee lillee dlink of tanglefoot."
"I'm always willin' to take a drink of tanglefoot, my heathen friend."
CHAPTER IV.-Hop Plays a Little Trick.
"Allee light. . Me gottee plenty money."
To show that he was not telling an untruth,
Hop Wah, the clever Chinee, remained at the Hop produced a handful of gold and silver. Stepcamp until he saw that YQung Wild West and his ping to the bar, he placed it there so every one
partners had the twelve men where they wanted might have a look. As there were two or three
them. So many times had he seen ·wild, Charlie twenties, some tens and as many as a dozen fiveand Jim act that it was easy for him to tell when dollar gold pieces in the pile, he showed that he
there was likely to be any serious danger. If he had been capable of holding a big handful. But
had thought anything like that he would have re- that was -not all. When he said he had plenty of
mained and helped out·by setting off a firecracker money, he was right. He shook the pocket he had
or some piece of fireworks to disconcert the vil- taken it from, and the jingle told them all that
lains. But satisfied that everything was all right, there was more left. Others crowded about him
he slipped away and made his way to the barroom now, and the miner who had been invited to drink
of the hotel. As usual, he entered the place by a looked at them somewhat scornfully.
rear door. Finding himself in a small room . .
"Boys," he said, shaking his head as if he did
which was what Jerry Dodge called his private not think it was exactly right, "jest 'cause the
office, the Chinaman grinned and looked around. Chinee invited me to drink don't say that he's
There was no one in the room, and the door that goin' to treat everybody in the house."
opened into the barroom was closed. A small oil
"Ah, shut up, Tom," one of them answered,
lamp turned down, but giving sufficient light for laughingly. "We didn't step up here to get a drink
him to see about everything there was to be seen, . for nothin'. Can't we look at the heath1m if we
was on a little table in a corne1·.
want to?"
Near it were half a dozen books of various
"You can look at him, but don't touch him. You
sizes, while upon the table was a bottle of ink, a know what happened before dark, clon't you?"
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sausages, numbering at least eight. Such things
"I reckon nobody ain't goin' to touch him."
as link sausages were unknown in that part of the
"See that you don't, then."
Hop looked on smilingly, and when the man be- country, but most of the men there had seen them
hind · the bar finally asked him what he wanted, before .
. "You likee sausage?" Hop asked, looking
he nodded his head and said :
"Me wantee lillee tanglefoot, so be. My fliend, squarely at Muffins.
"What's that, heathen?" the ruffian asked,
he takee tanglefoot, too. He velly nicee Melican
tartly, as he recovered from his surprise.
man"
"Maybe you likee sausage and pancake, so be.
T~m as he was called, grinned and nodded approvingly. The two were served, while the rest Velly muchee goodee."
looked on, some of them laughing outright, but
"I don't want none of them things," and Mufall grinning broadly. When Hop had paid for fins acted as if he were suspicious- about the string
the two drinks from the pile he had placed upon of sausages.
the bar, he put·the rest of the money back in his
"Maybe you likee sausage," the Chinaman ' re• pocket. At that moment a big hulking fellow marked, as he turned to Bill Perry.
For answer Perry reached out and gripped the
walked over from the other end of the room, a sinChinaman by the wrist. He gave him such a sudister tmile on his face.
"Tom," he said, "sorter seems to me that you den pull forward that the string that led from
Hop's pocket to the picture in the rear room tightdon't care who you drink with nowadays."
"That's all right, Stevens," was the reply. "This ened and caused the picture to fall from the wall
ain't no common heathen. I reckon you have heard with a crash. As this happened the proprietor
enough said about hirfi in the past hqur or so to let out a yell of anger and darted into his office
just as a bright flare showed and smoke poured
know that."
the barroom.
"Yes, I've heard too much said about him. I've into
In falling from the wall the picture had overheard too much said about the kid they call Young turned
the lamp, and the oil it contained was
Wild West, too. Maybe we'll hear a little more
furiously. Hop had not meant to do anyabout Young Wild West when Bill Perry An' his blazing
thing like this, but as the dynamiter let go his
gang comes back. They've gone over there to hand
he stepped back and lost no time in breaking
sorter introduce themselves, you know."
the string so it might not be traced to his person.
"Ley comee backee velly muchee quickee, my He got out of the way as the crowd rushed into
Melican fliend," Hop spoke up, smiling cheerfully. the back room to extinguish the fire. Fortunately
"Um bad gang comee over to um camp and wantee it did not require much to do this, though the promakee evelybody flaid. Nobody gittee flaid, and prietor's stationery was destroyed and the bottle
Young Wild West allee samee fixee upper pletty of -ink helped make
mess there. It happened
muchee quickee. Ley comee backee velly soonee, that the blaze had caught the string, burning it
so be."
in a flash, so there was no way of discovering the_
As if he knew exactly what he was talking cause of the picture falling down. The excitement
about, footsteps were heard outside at that mo- was over in five or ten minutes, and then Perry
ment, and then in came the man called Muffins. looked around for the clever Chinee. By this time
Close at his heels was Bill Perry, and then the Hop had taken a seat at one of the tables in about
rest filed in, one after the other.
the center of the room. The string of sausages
"Me tellee you sol" HQp Wah exclaimed, as if l:].ad disappeared, too, and he was puffing away at
he was delig~ted. Stevens showed amazement. a big black cigar. As he started toward the China-'
Then he smiled in a sickly sort of way, and turn- man, evidently for the purpose of picking upon
ing to Hop's friend, said:
him, Dodge called out loudly:
·
· "I reckon Bill thought he had better let him
"Everybody come on an' drink for helpin' put
out the fire. I don't know what made that picture
alone."
. "A good thing, maybe," was the retort.
fall down, but it fell, anyhow, an' if nobody hadn't
Stevens now walked over and whispered some- been here, most likely the buildin' would have
thing to Muffins, who shook his head and .an- been burned, 'cause the lamp got busted in a hurswered in a voice that was so low that Hop failed ry. Step_up an' name what you're goin' to drink,
boys. .It am't often that I do this, but I feel so
to catch the words.
But it surprised the questioner, just the same, good 'cause no more damage wasn't done that I
and he turned and looked sharply . at the China- reckon I kin afford it."
man.
It might have been that Dodge was not very
"Whattee mattee?" Hop asked, smilingly.
generous, for there was laughter at this. All
"Nothin', heathen. Jest keep your mouth shut hands crowded up, Hop leaving the table and
an' don't ask any foolish questions."
·
joining them. The proprietor and his bartender
"Allee light; me no askee some more questions. served them as best they could and finally when
lie velly smartee Chinee. Me gottee uncle in onl1'. three or four remained unserved, Hop leaned
China whatee velly muchee smartee, and me al- agamst the bar and looked on expectantly.
"Go an' set down, heath'e n," Dodge ordered,
lee samee likee my Uncle."
Then thinking it better to · make himself solid frowningly. "I didn't mean you when I asked
as well as convincing the crowd that he was all everybody up to drink. I count you as bein'
right, the heathen pulled what seemed to be a nothin'."
"Hold on, Perry," Tom, the frie:qdly miner,
string of fresh sausages from somewhere on his
person. Some of the men would have been willing spoke up, shaking his finger warningly. "I ain't
to swear that they came from the Chinaman's drank yet myself. an' if the heathen don't drink, I
mouth. But of course this was impossible, so they won't, either."
"You kin suit yourself about that," was thf' n,i,..
were willing to admit that they might be mis.
. .
taken, after all. Anyhow, there was a string of ply.
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"All r ight. But you're makin' a big mistake." hurriedly just what had ha ppened. Before he fin"Me no w8.ntee dlink," Hop decla re d. "Me got- i§hed the scout was laughing.
tee plenty tanglefoot, so be."
"It was a f unny thing about the picture but it
Then once more he appeared to pull the string ain't not~in' funny about them blamed s~vages.
of sausages f rom his mouth. This seemed to I don't like them myself. This is the first time
anger Perry a · whole lot, for he r ea ched out antl you have had them things in a good while Hop."
"Lat light, '.Misler Charlie. Me make~ allee
grabbed for them. H e managed to seize the one
at the end, and as·his hand closed upon it, it burst samee last nightee."
"The firecracker wasn't bad, though " and
with a report almost as loud as a pistol shot.
"Hip hi, hoolay!" Hop shouted, as he stepped Charlie grinned as they turned to walk back to
camp.
the
back, waving the string. "Allee same dynamite,
Wild knew if they went to the hotel there would
so be."
_ Amazed, the dynamiter stood there opening and s~rely be so~ethin~ unpleasant to occur, so he deshuttina his hand, as if he feared his fingers cided to w_a1t until morning and see what the
•
mi£ht han been blown off. But he knew it was dynamite gang intended to do.
_n ot a sausage at all, for it appeared to be nothing
more than a little bag of wind. Just how the ·
Chinaman made the things no one knew, for he
CHAPTER V.-The Work of the Dynamite
never told Youn&- Wild West or any of the rest.
. ·
Fiends.
;But it is to be presumed that he filled them with
air after first putting some .sort of a chemical
powder in them. When they were broken an ex- · Bill ·Perry and his gang f emained in the shanty
plosion would ·occur, though it would be harmless. hotel bar-room quite some time after Hop Wah
_H op let the rest of the sausages drop upon the ~ook his · departure. The gang kept together, and
floor, and then sat down at the table again. Muf- it seemed that the leader did not feel inclined to
fins, not knowing that one of them had exploded, take any more in with him, even though he had
·stepped over and r aised his foot and brought it boasted that all the workmen employed at the mine
.down harcf upon them. Bang! The report th at would cease work if he gave the orders. He knew
sounded was louder than the first one, since more pretty well that he could trust the eleven men he
.no,". had with hin'I', and after thinking it over he
than __one of the things had burst.
. "Whattee mattee ?" the Chinaman declared, decided that they were enough. He also decided to
looking around as if he was thoroughly fright- change his plans somewhat. The fact that John
A!IDstrong, thi: mine boss, had gone to consult
ened. "Wantee blowee um place uppee, so be?"
Then out came one of the home-made firecr ack- with Young Wild West was resnonsible for this.
ers he always had with him, and lighting the fu se Most of his men had heard of Young Wild West
with his cigar, unseen by them, he let it drop un- and wha t he was capab-le of doing, and it was
der the t able. He stepped aside, as if he was natural for them to think that their plans might
merely walking to the bar, and then another r e- be spoiled somewhat in case the young deadshot ·
port sounded a great deal louder than either of chose to interfer e. That he would interfer e they
the former ones. A cloud of smoke filled the room all felt sure. All sorts of suggestions were made
instantly, t oo, and the excitement was much worse as they continued drinking in the barroom, but
than when the picture had fallen from the wall in each time one of them spoke the leader would
caution them to r em ain quiet, while he would look
·
the office.
·_ around as if he feared someone might hear them.
"Hip hi, hip hi!" the Chinaman kept sh9uting. · "I'll tell you what we'll do, boys," he said, after
"Bad Melican man wantee killee poor Chinee. Mc probably half an hour had passed in this way·
go tellee· Young Wild West."
"we'll all go to my shanty in a few minutes:
Hop thought it was better than he should get though we mustn't leave in a bunch. When we git
out, anyhow, for he knew that Perry and his gang there I'lf tell you what I think ·is the best thing
would surely make it warm for him. He started to do."
straight for the camp, but before he got half w~y
This was satisfactory, so it was quickly arto it he met Wild and his two partners hurrying ranged
tha t the men would leave one or two at
that way. They had heard the loud reports, and
a bottle of liquor
the last one they knew had been caused by the a time. Most of them bought_a naas
the majOTity
Chinaman. Thinking he might be in danger, they _before t~king their d_ep arture,
of the mmers were either playmg cards or looking
set out to the rescue.
on, no one seemed to take any particular notice
"Here he is now, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie when they did leave. Perry was the last of the
called out, when he saw Hop right close to them. gang to go out. He threw away the cigar he had
"What have you been doing, Hop?"
been smo~ing, and stretching his arms, yavyned
"Me havee lillee fun, Misler Wild. Um bad and then mformed the bartender that there might
Melican men wantee hurtee me, so be."
!>~ a lot of work to be done the following morn"The gang went to the hotel, eh?"
·mg, so he thought he would turl! in a little early"Yes, Misler Wild. Ley velly bad Meli can and get a good sleep and be ready for it. Then
men."
he walked leisurely out and proceeded straight
"Did you see the other two men who were for his shanty, which was located very close to
here?"
th~ _ramshackle buildings that were used by the
"No, Misler Wild."
mmmg company. Perry's shanty was anything
There was nothing strange in this, since Arm- but a large one, and when he got there he found
-strong and Spud had gone straight to the room his eleven followers filled it pretty well. But few
.
of the former, arriving there just as the first ex- of them could sit down at all.
plosion occurred. Charlie seized the Chinaman,
"However, they seemed to be enjoying themand after givinp Jiim a shake, forced him to tell selves, for bottles were being passed around as the
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dynamiter entered. A shanty oil lamp furnished
iight for the interior of the shanty, and though
it was not much of a light, it wa s the kind of dne
they were all u sed to, so they had little difficulty
in seeing as well .as they expected to.
"All here, eh?" Perry said, when he had counted
them. "Well, I s'pose you know tha t I ain't goin'
to wait until tomorrow mornin' to start things
goin'."
"I was jest tellin' the boys that I didn't think
you would, Bill," Muffins answered. "I a llowed
that you would do somethin' tonight."
" You allowed jest right, then, paid. The pla ns
we had made was to stop work t omorrgw mornin'
an' not let anyone take our places. But I reckon
there won't be nothin' much done in the way of
work at the mine tomorrow or for a good many
days to come, unless it's to clean up somethir.' in
the way of a wreck. I'm goin' to blow the whole
business sky high. Every buildin' has got to be
ruined completely, an' the mine has got to be made
to cave in. I've got charge of all the dynamite
there is in Big Hit, an' I reckon I'm the king-pin
an' hold the key to the situatibn, as __ I've heard
somebody call it."
"Bully!" criad one of them.
Then the rest broke into a murmur of applause.
It seemed that not a man there had the least misgiving about doing such a terrible thing. They
did not even stop to think that lives might be
lost by such a fearful explosion. Probably they
cared nothing for the destruction of property,
even though they had been earning good wages at
the mine themselves and would be out of work.
"There ain't no use in waitin' a minute about
gittin' things ready for this here job," Perry remarked, after he had listened to what his men
had to say for a few minutes. "It will take quite
a little time to git everything right. We want to
· try an' make the whole business go up inside of a
minute, if we kin. Come on. I'll tell r,ou what to
do, so it kin be done in the right way. '
· The whisky bottles were quickly put away, and
then after the leader had gathered half a dozen
coils of fuse he led the way from the shanty. It
was a bright, starlit night, and the rickety old
buildings belonging to the mining company loomed
up right before them on the side of the ~ill.. From
a big doorway iw one of them a bright glare
shone, which told that the furnace was being kept
going.
"Boys," Perry said, as he stopped and looked
straight at the bright light, "there's four men
workin' nights in that buildin', an' I happen to
know that they're all putty good fellers. I reckon
when we git ready to do the blowin' up tl}ey had
better be advised to git away."
''Yes, they're all good fellers, an' ther e's the
watchman, too; he ain't a bad one," Muffins declared.
"Oh, he kin be fixed up easy enough. All you
have got to do is to give him a dollar an' send him
over to Dodge's for some whisky, an' he'll stay an
hour. Now then, come on. We had better see to
him first."
They walked around the buildings, looking for
,
. the watchman, but failed to find him.
"I know what's the matter," one of the ruffians
1 said. "He's takin' a little sleep. All the watch. men does that. · I know I was a watchman once
myself."
"All ri.11:ht. That's his fault, then. If we can't
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find him he kin be blowed to thunder as far as I'm
concerned!" exclaimed the leade,r.
Having made the complete rounds without seeing anything of the watchman or disturbing the
men who were working around the furnace, they
turned their steps toward the isolitted shanty
which contained the dynamite. This building was
a rather strong affair, and wa s so situated that
in case of an accidental explosion no damage could
be done to the buildings belonging to the mining
company. Bill Perry had the key, so he walked
boldly t o it, his crowd following at his heels, and
unlocking the door, proceeded to take out the
dynamite sticks that were stored there. There
were also some cans of nitre-glycerine buried in
·
the shanty. ·
This stuff was even more deadly than the dynamite, for it would explode from a shock or a sudden concussion. Some of the dynamite would do
that, too, but the most of it was of the sort that
had t o be ignited in order to cause an explosion.
But l'erry had worked so long with such things
that he knew all about them. He handled everything he took out before passing it to his men,
and when he had taken what he knew would be
enough to destroy every building and cause the
mine to cave in, he found there ·was still some
left.
"Boys," he said, shilking his head, "I reckon it
won't do to leave any of this stuff here. It might
be turned on us, you know. There ain't no weapon that was ever invented that kin beat dynamite
or nitre-glycerine. I reckon if we keep a little
supply of it on hand we'll be able to hold an army
at bay in case it turns out that we're chased.
We'll jest git that big old prairie schooner what
belongs to the mine bosE; an' put what's left of this
here stuff in it, an' then drag it down into the holler an' hide it behind the trees, so we kin hitch up
a pllir .of horses to it any time we want to an'
light out. But we'll fix up things afore we do
that."
There was not a man who did not agree with
everything the villain said, so the result was that
for the next hour they worked away, and finally
had the dangerous explosive placed at all the
buildings and also at the bottom of the mine shaft.
They had just about finished doing this when tlie
watchman came out of one of the shanties, carrying a lighted lantern. Muffins happened to see
him first, and after warning his companions to be
quiet, he hastened to meet him.
"Hello, Muffins!" the watchman said sleepily.
"What are you doin' here?!'
"Lookin' for you," was the reply. "Thought
maybe you might want to git a drink or two of
whisky."
"I would like to have a litt;le, that's a fact. qot
any about you?"
"No. but I'll tell you what I'll do."
"What will you do?" and the watchman set
down his lantern and looked at him eagerly.
"Well, I don't care about goin' over to Dodge's
place jest now. I got in a little trouble with some
strangers what come in. Young Wild West is the
name of the leader of 'em, I believe. Maybe you
heard about it."
"Yes, I heard all about it."
"Well, he told me if he set eyes on me ag'in he
would be likely to shoot me, so thinkin' tha,t. maybe he might be hangin' around the barroom down
there, I thought I'd better not go. But say, go
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an' git a bottle of whisky. You kin take your shanty. It was but a short distance from thi~ in
time about it, 'cause I ain't in no hurry. I'll stay a little patch of woods that the wagon containing
. here till you come back."
the balance of the dangerous explosive had been
The watchman agreed to this readily. The fact taken a short time before.
•
was he had been one who was ready to quit when
But he knew it would be safe, for his knowledge
Perry gave the word, and knowing Muffins to be of such things taught him that much. However,
a warm friend of Perry's, he was more than- will- he was not content with staying in his own
ing to do him a favor. But of course he was do- shanty, for that was a little too close. The men
ing himself a favor at the same time. Muffins had been instructed to run there the moment the
gave him some money, and then telling him that different fuses were ignited. Perry had scarcely
he could remain .an hour, if he liked, but to be got there when he saw some of them coming. But
sure to return in thl\t time, he took the Ian.tern in they were those who had remained in a group a
his hand and waited for the man to leave. The short distance away. However, the others came
watchman was not long in taking his departure. along quiekly enough. All the fuses were timed
He knew it was ' allowed by the mine boss that a for two minutes, even to the long one that ran
watchman could leave his post provided he had down into the mine shaft. This -happened to be a
another in his place, so there would be no trouble quicker burning fuse. _No doubt Bill Perry was
raised on that point. Muffins went back to his an expert at setting off such explosives as dynacompanions, who had hidden themselves behind mite and nitre-glycerine. He got all his men toone of the buildings, and told them what he had gethcr, and went down further into the hollow,
done.
and then, watch in hand, he waited.
"That's all right," Perry said, with a satisfied
"Jest thirty seconds, boys," he said. "That is,
nod. "Now then, I'll jest walk up an' tell the fel- if you all lighted the fuses ·when you heard me
lers in there b:y the big furnace that they had bet- shoot."
.
ter git out. They'll go, all right. But afore I do
They all declared they had done this. Then be.this I want to place you fellers right at the end fore anything further could be said a loud exof the fuses, so you kin be ready to light 'em the plosion sounded, and the earth shook beneath their
very minute I fire a shot."
feet. This had barely happened when one a hun. He tQOk about ten minutes to get those he se- dred times louder, it seemed, occurred, and they
lected for this purpose in their proper places. were almost thrown from their feet.
'J:hen the dyamiter walked hurriedly to the door of
"Jumpin' cats!" cried Bill Perry excitedly.
the shantybuild.ing in which the big furnace was "That was almost enough to start- the blamed
located. He. found the four men there. One of stuff goin' back in the wagon. It's wonderful, ·
· them was an engineer, and the others were merely boys! I've engineered a whole lot of blastin' an'
helpers.
explodin' in my time, but I reckon that was the
"Good-evening, boys,!' Bill said, as he strolled biggest one I ever heard."
in, a peculiar smile on his face.
No one made a reply. They all seemed to be
They were not at all surprised to ~ee him t~ere, temporarily stunned, for the glare that went up
since he frequently showed up durmg the mght and the trembling of the earth must have caused
while they were at work.
them to realize how awful it was.
"Boys, you're all friends of mine, ain't you?"
"Say, Bill," Muffins said, rather faintly, as he
he went on, looking at them sharply.
came up and caught the leader by the arm, "the
"Of course we are," the engineer answered whole mine an' everything belongin' to it is
quickly. "If you say the work has got to stop to- ruined."
morrow mornin', you kin bet your life I won't go
"I know it," was the rather cool reply. "That's
to work here. ag'in tomorrow night."
what I expected, didn't you?"
"No:r: I, either," chorused the three firemen.
"Well, I can't say I thought jest how it would
"All right, then. I say that the work has got be. Didn't take time to thfot, you .know."
to stop right now. ~ou fellers take my ady:ice an'
. "Well,_ there she is. There's one of the shangit a mighty good distance away from this place . ties blazm'. I expect the old furnace was blowed
as quick as you kin, 'cause maybe somethin' is .. seven different ways, an' the fire was scattered
1
goin' to happen here."
about so there won't be nothin' left of it in a
They looked at him in a h esitating sort of ,"(lay. coup!~ of hours or so."
. .
But. when Perry raised his finger and s~ook it
Thi_s was true enough. The bml~mg thl:!-t had
warningly and repeated what h,.e had said, the co~,tamed the furnac~ ;vas now b~a~~~g furiously.
firemen hastily got their shirts and put _them ~n.
Wh~t are WE; gom to do, Bill. one of the
Perry took out his watch and, after looking at it, others asked e~cited_ly.
said:
"Do! Why, Jest run UJ? there an' make out that
"I reckon you kin git down among the ·shanties we're Jest as 11:uch surpnsed .~s any~ne else. The
in about five minutes from now. That's the time whole camp _will be up here m a mmute .or two.
you have got. I'll bid you good-night, boys."
They're comm' now."
He turned on his heet and walked out of the
Hoarse shouts could be hearµ, and as t}_iey
place. But it was less than a minute before the looked down ~he s~ope they co~ld ~ee men runnmg
four men hurried out, leaving, the door of the fur- from _every direction, all headmg for the scene of
nace wide open and carrying with. them what be-- the disaster.
longed to them. Perry watched them until he was
sure they were a safe distance from the spot, and
CHAPTER VI.-The Avengers.
then depending upon his men to do as they ~ad
· All those at the camp of Young Wi"ld West 'rellieen instructed~ he drew his revolver and, pomt0
ing the muzzle in the air, pulled -the trigger. tired rather early with the exception of Jim Dart.
Crack! As the sharp report rang out he turned He remained on guard as he usually did for the
and ran down the hill in the direction of his own first part of the night. Jim happened to be walk-
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ing slowJy up and down not far from the tents
Even
when the terrific explosjon occurred.
though he was a considerable distance from the
mine, the shock caused him to stagger. It seemed
as if an earthquake was occurring. But the
bright glare and the dense smoke that went high
into the air told him almost instantly what had
happened.
"Hey, there, Jim," Cheyenne Charlie cried, as
he came running from the tent in his bare fe-et.
"What is it?"
,
"Dynamite, Charlie," was the reply.
Wild quickly joined them, and looked over at
the dense smoke which now obs-:;ured everything
·
from view.
"The mine," Jim said, nodding his head.
"Bill Perry blew it up, eh?"
"I suppose so. He had threatened to do it in
ease he and his men quit work and others were
put on in their places, you know."
"Yes, that's right. Well, it's too bad. We might
have prevented it."
The girls were greatly exc-ited when they finally
came out of their tent. But· they were quickly
made to understand as much of it as the young
deadshot and his partners knew, or could guess,
and then they soon became quite calm.
"I reckon we had better go up there, boys, and
find out all about it," the young deadshot said,
after standing there for a minute or two. Charlie and Jim nodded approvingly.
"Et," Wild said, .nodding to his sweetheart, "be
on the watch until we come back. The1·e is no
telling but what some of the dynamite gang might
come around here for the purpo!5e of robbing us.
Just have your rifle ready, and don't let a man
come. too close unless you find out who he is."
"Never fear, Wild. I'll look out for the camp.
But don't stay away very long."
· The young dead;;hot and his partners now hurried away, and -right after them went Hop Wah,
for he wanted to find out all about it, too. When
they came to the hotel they found it entirely deserted, the door wide open -and the lights burning
brightly inside. It seemed that everyone in the
mining _camp had started up the hill to learn· the
cause of the terrible explosion. Wild and his
partners and ~e heathen Chinee were the last to
arrive upon .the scene. Men were talking excitedly, and John A-rmstrong, the boss of the mine,
was walking up and down as if he had lost everything he had possessed.
Wild said nothing to him just then, but walked
a.round and looked at the face of every man he
came to. The burning furnace house made it very
light, and there was no trouble in seeing the features of everyone there. When the boy finally
discovered Bill Perry and Muffins standing together talking to some miners, he gave a nod of
satisfaction and then went on. He knew some of
the rest of the gang, and when he found them
there he decided that even though they had caused
the disaster, they had chosen to remain there and
possibly succeed in making a denial in case they
were charged with it. Wild said nothing to any
of them. He merely answered when a man spoke
to him. Aftei: making the rounds he went on back
and joined his partners,· who were now trying to
pacify the excited mine boss.
"Easy, Mr. Armstrong," the young deadshot
spoke up, as he stepped over and caught the man
by. the arm. "There is no use in crying over
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spilled milk, as the saying goes. .They made a
clean job of it, as far as I can see, but when you
come to figure it up, there wasn't a building there
that was worth a great deal. If the mine is
worth anything; it surely will be able to pull you
out of the expense it will cause to rebuild here."
"But the owners have refused to spend any
more money here," cried Armstrong. "This
means that the mine will be shut down, and those
who have caused this will suffer as well as any
of the rest. Bill Perry is responsible, and I know
it."
"Undoubtedly. Certainly it could not be called
an accident, unless you keep dynamite in all the
buildings."
"There wasn't an ounce of it in any of the
buildings. It was all away down the hill in a
building .set off for that purpose, and was in
charge of Bill Perry."
"Talkin' about me, Armstrong?" a voice called
out, and then who should step forward boldly_ but
Perry himself.
"Ye's, I am talking about you;'' and A1"II1strong·
became calm right away.
"Well, what was you sayin' about me?"
"I was just telling Young Wild West that the
dynamite was all in a building by itself in the
hollow, and that you had full charge of it."
"That's rig·ht. But now I'll tell you something.
Somebody broke open the dooD an' cleaned out
everything there was there. I found that out almost the first thing, 'cause that-was the first place
I run to after the explosion. Do you know one
thing, Armstrong?" and he stepped up and shook
his finger in the man's face, "I'm sorter thinkin'
that you know more about this thing what's jest
happened than you would like to tell. I 11'pose you
know that I heard some of 'em say what's got
money invested here that it wasn't payin' good
enough, an' that the best thing that could be done
· ·
was to shut down."
"You may have heard something like that, Perry. · But .don't ·you dare fo say that I know anything about the explosion."
"All right. I won't say it right out an' out,
but I may think it jest the same. It would seem
sorter natural-like if you got it in your head that
we was gain' to quit work that the best thing to
do would be to clean out the whole business an•·
settle it."
Then Perry turned on his heel and left the spot.
His words had quite an effect on the majority of
those standing about. Many of the workmen who
had been loyal to the mine boss began to think
that there might be something in what the dynamiter said. Mutterings were heard. too, and
finally Armstrong made a statement which should
have convinced them that what Perry said had
no foundation whatever. Probably it did convince
a great many of them, but some of the ones who
had been opposed to the strike turned the other
way, and the result was that there was a hot argument started among them. Seei!lg that nothing could be done just then, Wild advised Armstrong to go back to the hotel. Spud Doherty advised the same thing, so they all- turned and
walked down the hill.
"Now then, Mr. Armstrong," the young deadshot said, "I hardly- think it will be safe for you
to sleep here the balance of the night. Suppose
you go to your room and get your. belongings and
come over to our camp. Spud can come with you.·
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It seems that you have men against you who were
with you before, and this together with the fact
that the dynamite gang are after you, might make
it disagreea ble for you unless you were protected."
"You· are right, Young Wild West/' the mi:r:ie
boss said, after reflecting for a moment. "I will
• accept your invitation . Just wait till I get my belongings."
He went direct to his room, Spud going with
him, and in a very few minutes the two returned.
Wild and his partners were waiting, as well as
Hop Wah, and the latter assisted in carr~ng the
bundles the mine boss had brought from his room.
Once at the camp, Armstron g breathed a sigh, of
relief. But his face saddened as he turned and
looked in the direction of the ruin that had been
wrought so suddenly.
"I suppose I have lost every dollar I had in the
world," he said, shaking his hea?·
.
"Don't think that way. Wait until you have
investigat ed the result of the woi::k of the dyna~
miters " Wild said, as he patted him on the back.
The' tent that was used as a sleeping quarters
by the male 'lilembers · of the party was amply
large enough to accommod ate the extra two men,
so half an hour later Armstron g and Spud were
induced to turn in, while Jim resumed his wat~h.
The excitemen t caused by the awful expl~s10n
kept the miners up the great~r part of the m~ht,
and even when Wild took his turn at watchmg
along about two o'clock, he could hear voices as
they talked it over at the shanty hotel. But no
one came to disturb them, so the night passed on,
and shortly after daylight everyone was up and
stirring about. ' Armstron g declared that he had
slept very little but Spud gTinned and admitted
that it had not taken him long to drop into Slumberland and that he had not awakened until he
heard s~meone talking and walking about. There
ain't no use in losin' any sleep," he declared, lookin~ at Armstron g and shaking his head- "Worrym' never done any good. You'll find that out,
too, boss, so you had better stop it."
"That's what I call mighty good advice," Cheyenne Charlie spoke up. "There's one thing sartin,"
and he turned and looked over at the side of the
hill where the ruins could be seen plainly, "them
shanties you had up there didn't amount to an
awful lot, anyhow.. ~~st li~ely, thou~h, the ~achinery you was usm' is rumed. But if the mn:~e
is worth anything at al1, them what owns 1t
oughter git new machiner y an,' put '!1~ ,-pew an'
better ~.nties an' keep the thmg gom .
"There's where the point comes in," Armstron g
answered with a shake of the head. "The stuff
we have been taking out of the mine hasn't been
panning out very well for the last two months or
more. I have been hoping right along that a new
vein or pocket would be _struck. There was ever_y
evidence that such a thmg would happen, but it
seems to be gEetting worse instead of better. The
further the men have gone the less the prospect
has shown."
·
"We'll take a walk over there after breakfast
and see how it looks," Wild remarked , with an
encouragi ng smile.
Armstron g was very restless, _however and he
1
did not seem to have much appetite for hi~
breakfast, which certainly was a good one; m . fac~,
about as good as he had ev_er partaken o_f m his
whole life, for Wing had tried to outdo himself a

little because they had guests to feed. Just as
they had finished the morning meal and were
thinking of setting out to have a look at the ruin
the dynamite rs had wrought the night before, a
number of men were seen approach ing the camp.
Muffins looked at them sharply, and then suddenly
his face lighted up.
"Boss Armstron g," he said, turning to the head
man of the mine, "here comes some of the boys
what swore right along they was goin' to stick to
you. We'll see what they want."
"I fear maybe they have turned against me. If
they have listened to the argument s Bill Perry
was putting up, it certainly means that."
"They are no~ coming here for the purpose of
condemni ng you, or even -finding fault with you,"
Wild observed, after he had watched the approaching men for a few seconds.
Straight to the camp they came. There were
just nine of them, and our hero and his friends
could not help noticing that they seemed to be a
little more respectab le in their general appearance than most of the miners they had seen at
lligH~
.
"Good-mo rnin', Boss Armstron g," one of them
called out, and then he showed his politeness by
tipping his hat, for the girls were standing there.
"Good-mo rning, Tom," the boss answered .
"What has brought you over here?" •
"I'd like to talk to you a minute or two in private." ·
"Very well, Tom," and Armstron g unhesitat ingly went over to him.
Tom, as he was called, took him by the arm and
led him aside. He talked earnestly for perhaps
five minutes, during which the mine boss nodded
sometime s and at others appeared to be doubtful.
Wild and his partners were watching them, as
were the men who had come over with their
leader. Presently Armstron g came back.
"Young Wild West," he said, looking as if he
was slightly worried, "this m:an Tom informs me
that he and eight othe;s have held a meeting and
organized what might be called a vigilance committee. But they call themselve s the · Avengers .
They are well satisfied that Bill Perry and his
gang are nothing more than fiends, and that they
deliberate ly blew up the buildings •and the mine
shaft last night. They mean to get revenge by
cleaning out the 'Dynamit e Fiends,' as they have
nickname d them."
"That isn't so bad, Mr. Armstron g," and the
young deadshot nodded his head approving ly. "I
reckon something like that ought to be done.
While I .am not for shooting them down right
and left, I think they ought to be punished. I
was thinking of organizin g a party for somethin g
like that myself, but since the Avengers have
taken it in hand, I say let them go ahead. Certainly we will back them up. But they ought to
find actual proof that Perry and his gang caused
the terrible explosion last night. Of course, I
have no doubt that they did, but' if the proof can
be had that will make it all the better."
Wild was speaking loud enough for the waiting
men to hear what he said, and Tom at once
stepped over.
·
"Young Wild West," he said, looking at the boy
earnestly , "I reckon we have got proof enough."·
"You have eh? Well, tell me about it, then.."
"The watchman left the mine jest a little afore
the explosion happened . He come straight · to
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Jerry Dodge's place an' started in to git drunk, • against ue. Most likely he will be puttin' up some
an' he hinted right afore my ears that maybe kind of job to have us hung, or somethin'."
somethin' was goin' to happen afore he got back.
' The proprietor made some
of growling reThen ag'in, one of the firemen told us . a little ply, and then came back and sat down at the
,vhile ago that Perry come an' told him an' the table, after first closing the door.
rest what was in by the furnace to git out inside
"Well," said he, looking at Perry sharply, "you
of five :'f,inutes. I reckon that's enough proof, haven't told me jest how you worked that game
ain't it? '
last night."
"I reckon so. All right. Now you fellows go
"I ain't said that we had anything to do with
right ahead. But look out that you don't get it, ha:ve I?" and there was a twinkle in the boss
shot. You have formed a vigilance committee, so dynamiter's eye.
•
to speak, and I_ reck?n if you issue a procla~at~on
"No, but don't you s'ppse I know you done it?"
for the Dynamite Fiends to leave the camp ms1de
"You can't prove nothin'."
of half an hour, that will be enough to start
"Yes, I kin, if I want to."
things going. If they don't leave there will . be
"How kin you prove it?"
some fighting done. But maybe they might think
"By the watchman, an' also by what one of the
it wise to leave."
firemen said."
. "That's it!" exclaimed_ 1;"0!11, his face b:ighte!1-'
·"The watchman sartinly couldn't say nothin',"
mg up. "I was wonderm Jest how to git at 1t. Muffins spoke up. "He didn't see no one there but
That's what I'll .do. Come on, boys."
.
me. I give him some money to come here an' buy
Then he turned and the crowd went with him, whisky, tellin' him I'd stay there till he come
while the young deadshot nodded smilingly to the back."
mine boss and said:
"I reckon he didn't go back, did he?"
".I reckon there won't be ~uc~ an awful big time
"He went back when the gang went, after •
of 1t, Mr. Arm~trong . . We 11 Just get :ready now evei·ything was blowed up."
to take a hand m the game."
"Yes, of course."
"Never mind about the watchman," said Perry,
showing considerable concern. "What did one of
the firemen say?"
"Well, he said as how you come an' ordered
CHAPTER VIL-Arietta Falls Into the Hands of
him an' the other three what was up there by the
the Dynamite Fiends.
furnace to git out, as somethin' was goin' to hapStraight for the hotel went the Avengers, the pen inside of five minutes. I don't know his exman called Tom leading them boldly. He was act words, but that was about the substance of
armed with a brace of revolvers and looked as if it."
"He said that, did he? Which one of 'em was
· he was ready to fig}lt at a moment's notice. · There
.
was not a man there, however, who was not well it?"
"His name is Robins-Dave Robins."
armed, and this meant that in case the dynamiters
"All right. I thought we couldn't put much
decided to remain there, there would surely be
some fighting done. Hop Wah, the clever Chinee, trust in that feller, anyhow. I'll fix Dave Robins,
managed to slip away unobserved by anyone at an' don't you forgit it."
Excited voices came from the bar-room just
the camp, and followed the m{ne men until he
was near the hotel. Then he hurried off to the then, and Jerry Dodge promptly arose and opened
right, and entered the building by the rear door, the door. The eight men who called themselves
the same as lie had done the night before. This the Avengers were gathered about a table, and
-time the room was occupied. Jerry Dodge, the Tom was marking something on a piece of white
proprietor, was there entertaining Perry and pasteboard. As many as a score of miners were
Muffins, two of the Dynamite Fiends. All three there also, and they were peering over the shoullooked surprised when they saw the Chinaman ders of the others to see what the man was doing. Hop was leaning against the bar puffing
enter.
"Velly nicee morning, so be," Hop said, smiling away at a big black cigar, while the man in
blandly, but at the same time wishing he had gone charge of the place was busy washing glasses.
around to the front door.
"What's goin' on?" Dodge asked, as he pushed
"Git out of here,'! the proprietor called out his way up to the table.
angrily.
"Wait a minute an' you'll find out," Tom an. "Whattee mattee?" Hop asked, as if surprised. swered, somewhat sharply. "I s'pose you know
"Me wantee dlink of tanglefoot."
that somethin' in the way of a vigilance commit"Git in the barroom, then, an' hurry up about tee has been formed here to run things in Big
Hit."
it."
The Chinaman hastened to obey, but before he
"I didn't know nothin' like that. When did it
could _get through into the other room, Dodge gave happen?" and Dodge turned and looked at Perry
him -a kick that hurried him along.
·
and Muffins, who were just coming from the rear
"Lat allee light, • Misler Melican Man," came room.
from the Chinaman. "Me not forgittee lat. Me
"It happened this mornin' if you want to know,"
velly smartee Chinee. Pletty soonee um house was the reply, and then Tom kept right on makallee samee blowee uppee with dynamite, maybe." ing the letters, using a sharpened stick which he
Dodge would have followed him up, and no kept dipping -in a bottle of ink. Perry and Mufdoubt been sorry for it, had not the two villains fins came up, but could not get close enough to
pulled him back.
see what he was writing. In a few minutes the
"Let the heathen alone," advised Perry. "It's placard was done, and then Tom arose, and pushbad enough as it is. If anything is done to him ing his way through the crowd, walked over and
it will make Youn_g Wild West all the more sore fi;istened it to· a nail on the wall. Then ever:v-
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~ody who could read ·had the chance to see what - them what read . i_t oughter know jest what it
m~ans. I don't mmd .trIIin' you that the Avengers
•
I
it was.
will have lots to help em when the time comes to
NOTICE.
This is to let you know that nine men have or- make the clean-up. This · here camp is .g oin' to
ganized a vigilance committee for the purpose of be run a little straighter hereafter an' them what
running things straight in Big Hit. We call our- caused the destruction last night ~p at the mine
selves the Avengers, and you can bet we're going has either got to light out afore the half hour is
to see to it that the ones as blowed up the mine up, or take their medicine. You hear that from
and destroyed the buildin's near it last night is me-Tom JohnSO!J,, th~ captain ?f the Avengers."
As the man said this he flourished his revolver
going to get punished. The Dynamite Fiends has
got jest thirty minutes ~ get out of Big Hit; while his eyes flashed dangerously. His follow~
ers waved their revolvers, too, and more than one
otherwise they will be took care of.
·
man got out of the way.
(Signed) TOM JOHNSON,
"Hip hi, hoolay!" Hop Wah shouted waving
Captain of the Avengers.
his hat over his head. "Me velly smarte~ Chinee
be. Evelybody havee dlinkee, and evelybody
Probably Bill Perry was about the most sur- so
pay."
prised man who read the notice. All sorts of exThen he marched boldly to the bar, and the barclamations went up, for it was a surprise to
quickly served him. This caused a ripple
everyone save those who had organized as the tender
of laughter, and as it changed the subject for ·a
Avengers.
Perry and Muffins took t~ opportunity to
"Dynamite Fiends, eh?" Jerry Dodge said, m?ment
s~ip out of the ~lace. The leader of the Avengers
looking at Perry. "Wonder what that means?"
tr~ ~o mfluence any of the miners at all.
"Maybe it has some meanin' toward me," came did not
He was willmg to let them use their own judgthe quick reply. "They call me the dynamiter, ment,
when he found that the men kept flock'cause I've been in charge of that kind, of busi- , ini;. to and
his side he was more than pleased.
ness an' took care of all the dynamite what was
'I'll tell you, boys," he said, as he stepped up
over at the mine."
of the clever Chinee "what
"You'll find out who it means, maybe, in half to the bar alongside
Robins, the fire~an, said is enough' to setan hour from now," Tom answered, rather boldly. Da---:e that
Perry an' his gang done the business."
tle it
at the same time pulling a gun.
"Where is Dave Robins'?" someone asked.
When he did this his men quickly showed
•
"S'pose somebody goes an' looks for him," Tom
theirs, so Perry and Muffins simply did nothing1
i1ny more than to turn a little pale. It happenea suggested.
A man who was not a member of the committhat the whole gang was hot there, so even if
they had felt disposed to start a fight they cer- tee offered to do this, and he quickly left -the hotel. He had not been gone more than a minute betainly could not ha'ie come out victors. '
"You fellers are a vigilance committee, are fore thr,e e ol" four shots sounded a short ilistance
you?" Dodge said, after a while. "Who elected away, and a rush was made outside. Then the
miner came running back.
you, I'd like to know?"
"They've shot Dave Robins," he cried excitedly
"vVe elected ourselves," came from·one of Tom's
"Perry an' Muffins done it, an' I seen 'em with
supporters.
They tlidn't give him no show, either. '
"Is that so? I always thought a meetin' had to 0"Jl eyes.settles
it, boys I I reckon we won't wait
That
be called when · anything like that was done."
up. The Dynamite Fiends
"A meetin' was called all right, an' I picked until the half hour is
to go right away!" exclaimed the leader.
out the ones I wanted. But it don't make no dif- has got then
Young Wild West and his partners
Just
ference whether you like it or not, Dodge. You appeared
on the scene.
ain't much good, anyhow, an' the way you have
"What's all the row about?" the young deadbeen runnin' your place here ain't been exactly
shot demanded, as he ran up and seized Tom by
h6nest, as I happen to know. I reckon if it came the
·
arm.
to a showdown there wouldn't be many here as
The captain of the Avengers quickly explained
would alldw that you had a right to stay here matters.
·
much longer."
"T;hat i~ what I call bad work," Wild said,
Certainly Tom was very bold. This seemed
rather strange, especially to some .of the bad ele- shakmg h1s head. "Let us go and see if the man
ment, for though the man had always been ready is dead."
There was a rush then, but the boy quickly;
to resent anything like an insult, and showed that
he could back up anything he said, he had never halted the excited men.
"Take it easy, gentlemen," he advised. "Don'
been aggressive. His manner had a deep effect
do anything rash now. We'll see if this fireman
upon all hands.
"Well,''. Dodge said, shaking his head and swal- is dead. Maybe they didn't hurt him at all, bu~
lowing his wrath, "I reckon if you fellers have merely fired at him to" frighten him.".
Then they all started in the direction the shoo
organized to avenge what happened last night,
you had better go straight to John Armstrong, the ing had taken place, and when they got to th
mine boss. I happen to know that the owners of spot they found a man stretched upon the ground,!
"That's Dave Robins, the fireman, an' he's deacl
the mine was gittin' disgusted with the way
things was pannin' out, so that makes it appear as a door-nail," Tom declared, as he ran up.
This was true. Three or four bullets ha
plain that he was responsible for the blowin' up
ended the existence of the fireman, so no prooij
·
last night."
"It does, eh? Don't you know that somebody could be got from him regarding the disaster o
the night before. Before that time the miners o
threatened to blow it up?"
Bi~ Hit might have been equally divided in the·
"I don't know nothin' about that."
"Well, I do. Now then, there's that notice, an' opmion concerning who caused the explosion. B
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the fact that Bill Perry and Muffins had shot the Perry. "Some of you hitch the team of hor~s to
fireman made a big change, and the result was the wagon, too, an' git ready to make for the
that there was hardly a man save the Dynamite bridge. Once we git to the other side of the
Fiends tliemselves who did not believe that Bill bridge, I reckon we'll be all right, 'cause we'll
Perry was dir ectly responsible for the blowing up blow it up as soon as we git there, an' then they'll
of the ·mine buildings. Hoarse yells went up, and have to go a mile down or a mile an' a half up to
in less than three minutes the majority of them git across the deep stream. Things ain't turnfn'
had worked themselves into a frenzy. Shots were out the way I thought they would, so we've got to
fired in the air, probably to let the villains know make the best of it, an' what we want to do is to
what they might expect when they were _caught. git away from here."
Young Wild West's sweetheart, hearmg the
Three of the men turned to get the horses and
shouts of the excited miners, could not resist the hitch them to the wagon, while the rest crowded
temptation to leave the camp and go and find ~ut into the shanty, taking Arietta with them. While
what it all meant. She feared that probably Wild she had been astounded and somewhat frightened
and his partners might be running into danger, so at first, the girl was now very cool, and she set
bidding Anna and Eloise remain where they were, herself to thinking as to Ji.ow she might outwit
Ehe picked up her rifle and set out, making a them.
short cut for the s.pot where the crowd had
gathered about the body of the man who had been
CHAPTER VIII.-Arietta's Nerve.
so ruthlessly slain a few minutes before. It happened that she came to a gully in ma~ing_the short
Crang,
crang, cra-ang! Crack, crack, crack.
cut, and just as she was. de~cendmg it so she
might climb up at the other side and run all the . crack I Arietta ceased her screams as several
quicker to the spot, half a dozen men appeared bullets ripped through the shanty and two of the
and barred her way. Two of them were Perry Dynamite Fien4s fell to tp.e· floor. Instantly t~ose
and Muffins, and the others were members of the who were holding the girl let go. She realized
that she was in deadly peril, since those who were
gang, as might be supposed.
shooting at the shanty were doing it regardless
"Ha!" exclaimed Perry exultantly. "We'.re i~ of the fact that she
there. That her screams
luck boys. The whole crowd has turned agm us, had been heard she was
did not doubt, but it fl.ashed
an' they sartinly meal). to make it warm for us. upon her that the Avengers,
as they had chosen to
But here's one of Young Wild West's gals. We'll call themselves, were in a frenzy and
were not
take her an' use her to keep 'em off. Don't hurt taking heed of anything,
it being their one deher now, but jest see to it that she don't do no sire to kill or capture the villains
who had caused
yellin'."
the terrible disaster of the night before. The girl
Arietta was so astonished at the sudden ap- did not lose her head.
Dropping to the floor, she
pearance of the men that she neglected to let out crawled to a corner, where
there happened to be
a call for help. Just as she was about to do so a a barrel that was half
filled with water. Behind
heavy hand was thrust over her mbuth and then this she got, and then crouching
low, she waifed
she was seized and rendered powerless.
as the fire continued.
"This way, boys," cried Perry, leading the way
The men in the shanty were returning the
up the gully, which was straight toward the patch shooting as well as they could. Two of them had
of woods that concealed the wagon they had put been badly wounded, and as the girl risked lookthe dynamite and nitro-glycerine in the night be- ing around the b~rrel for an instant, she was just
fore.
in time to see another of them throw up his hands
Arietta found it was no use to struggle, so she and fall. Yells could be heard, too, and they were
submitted quietly, and in a very short time they dr·awing nearer. The attacking party evidently
came to the shanty that was owned by Perry.
were going to make a charge upon the shanty.
The rest of the Dynamite Fiends were ~athe1;ed Bill Perry realized that there was no chance, so
here, and when they saw the others_ commg w_ith he made a bolt for a window in the rear and
the struggling girl they showed n? htt_le surprise. leaped outside. Just then the firing ceased, and
Nearly all of them were armed with rifles or car- then Arietta heard Wild's voice as he cried:
bines for they had been expecting that an attack
"Stop it, stop it! Don't fire another shot at the
would be made upon them by the angry miners.
shanty."
"What are you goin' to do, Bill?" one of them
The brave girl's heart leaped wfth joy. There
was a rush of feet around the shanty, and then
asked.
"I ain't made up my mind exactly what I'm those who had remained unharmed threw up their
goin' to do yet, but as long as we've got this li.ere hands, showing that they had surrendered.
gal I reckon they won't dare to come too close to Crash! The door was broken in, and the next
us. I'm jest goin' to let 'em know we've got her, minute the Dynamite Fiends were prisoners in the
an' then they'll be mighty careful how they shoot, hands of a howling mob. Not only had the band
of Avengers joined in the fire, but nearly every
maybe."
,
As he said this the villain stepped out and bade miner in the camp was there, and it seemed to be
the man who was holding his hand over Arietta's that each of them was bent upon destroying the
mouth to remove it. The moment he did so the dynamiters as quickly as possible. One of the
girl shouted. at the top of her voice:
Avengers raised his revolver to shoot a man who
was standing with his hands raised above his
"Help, help! Wild, Wild!"
"That's it, gal. Do it ag'in," the leader of the head. Arietta could not allow this.
villains cried exultantly.
"Stop!" she ·cried, springing forward and
·
Even though she· knew she might be assisting knocking the weapon from the man's hand. "He
him to carry out his plan, she did can louder than has surrendered."
"Hold on, gal," came the hoarse reply. "You
before.
"Now then, git her in the shanty,'' commanded don't understand this."
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"But you shall not shoot the man when he has
surrendered."
'
"Get out of the way, gal," and he pushed her
rudely aside. · '-.
As she stepped back Arietta stooped suddenly
and picked up the revolver that had fallen from
his hand.
. "You get back!" she exclaimed, her eyes flashing. "I say that since these men have surrendered they shall not be harmed."
"Knock the gun out of her hand, Jake," someone called out.
"Don't try it," Arietta answered, and she was
ready to shoot the first one who interfered.
Realizing that she meant business, they stepped
back. Just then Young Wild West came in, fol.
·
lowed by Charlie and Jim.
"I am all right, Wild," Arietta cried. "I was
very lucky not to get sh9t when they were firing
at the building.''
"You certainly were lucky, little girl!" the boy
exclaimed, as he caught her in his arms and
pulled her outside. "It seems that the Avengers
· have lost their heads completely, and nearly every
other man in the place acts as if he has gone
crazy.''
Charlie and Jim saw that Arietta was all right,
so they promptly turned their atetntion to the
Dynamite Fiends, who were trembling with fear
as they .held their hands above their heads.
"Say, boys," said the scout, as he took a coil of
rope from a hook· inside the building, "I reckon
we'll tie these fellers so they can't git away. Jim,
jest take their shootin' irons from 'em." .
"There ain't no use in goin' to the trouble of
f;y-in: 'em," Tom, the leader of the Avengers, spoke
up, with a shrug of the shoulders. "The boys
won't allow 'em to even have a trial, Cheyenne
Charlie."
·
·
"Oh, yes, they will," the scout retorted, his eyes
flashing. "I reckon Young Wild West has got
somethin' to say about.this. business. Jest you fellers put away your guns now. We'll take care of
the prisoners." ·
Three of the Avengers had gone to hitch up the
horses. The leader had jumped through the wind.ow. and three had been shot. That left five of
theJn. As soon as Jim had disarmed them Charfie tied them securely with the rope he had found, ·
.ind then, revolver in hand, motioned for ·the
Avengers to step aside and let him lead them out
of the shanty.
"Boys," Tom said, looking at his men, who had
all forced their way inside, it looks as if we ain't
got nothin' to say about this.''
"Don't git mad now," Charlie advised. ·"You
have lost your head. Jest wait till you cool down
a little. Sartinly you wouldn't want to shoot a
feller when he's surrendered.''
,
"We'll hang 'em, then," was the reply.
"Wait an' see what Young Wild West ays
about it.''
Out they went, and the rope being connected to
the five Dynamite Fiends, they followed in single
file. Wild and Arietta were doing their best to
calm the e.xcited miners, who were walking and
running about waving their weapons and talking
excitedly. When they saw.the prisoners come out,
a rush was made for them. Arietta still had the
revolV'er she had picked up inside the shanty.
J1111llping squarely before the' angry mob, she lev~ the weapon and called out:

"Back !' You are not going to harm the prisoners.''
There was something in the pose of the girl, as
well as her voice, that caused a sudden check.
The majority of the miners fell back and acted as
if they were- ashamed of themselves. But there
were others there who were inclined to take no
heed of what she said.
·
"I will shoot the first man who lays a hand on
one of the prisoners," Arietta cried, and this time
her eyes flashed in such a way that there was no
mistaking that she meant every word she said.
Tom, the leader of the committee, nodded his
head approvingly. He had cooled down a little,
and now felt that the men had gone a little_ too
far.
·
"Boys," he said, throwing up both hands, "it has
got to be as the gal says. I lost my head a little
while ago, but I reckon I've got it back ag'in.
We've got five of the Dynamite Fiends, an' three
of 'em is inside dead or dyin'. I reckon we had
better git after the other four. There was jest
twelve of 'em, you know.''
It seemed that no one -had thought of such a
thing as giving chase after the others. Tom went
around behind the shanty, and as he did so a shot
.was fired almost from his very feet. A bullet
went through the rim of his hat and almost lifted
it from his- head. Lying upon the ground was Bill
Perry. It seemed that he must have fallen as he
went of the window so hurriedly, and he was
lying there with a broken leg: The fact that the
shanty was built at the very edge of a rocky bank,
and that there was a drop of twelve feet from
the window, made this quite possible to happen.
A man behind Tom saw the villain as he fired the
shot, and almost before Tom realized it there was
an answering• shot, and Perry wound up -his
earthly career. •
·
"Thunder!" the leader exclaimed, as he looked
at his hat. "That was a mighty close sh~ve. You
got him, eh, Jed?"
"I reckon I did, an' I want to git some more of
'em, Young Wild West, an' the gal kin have their
way about it with them what they've got tied, but
we'll finish up the rest. Come on.''
Just then someone caught sight of the old prairie schooner going over the ;rocky trail toward the
bridge that spanned the deep stream at the west
end of the mining camp. It was natural that they
should think right away that the three Dynamite
Fiends were escaping in the wagon. The two
horses hitched to the old vehicle were at a good
gallop, though it was so heavy that they were not
making such great headway, at that. The outfit
had a start of at least three hundred yards, too,
and · the bridge was not more than half a mile
away.
"Come on, boys," Tom shouted excitedly, and .
flourishing his revolver, he started for the top of
the ban~ again, and then ran with all speed in
an effort to overtake the wagon. After him went
the whole mob.
The young deadsh9t looked
around and found there was no one left besides
his partners and his sweetheart and John Armstrong, the mine boss.
"Mr. Armstrong," he said, as he took the rope
from Charlie's hand and handed it to him, "I
want you to take charge of these fellows. Just
keep them covered, and see to it . that they don't
even try to get away. We have got to get the
rest of the gang."

,
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Around at the other side of the shanty were the
horses that belonged to four of the men. They
were saddled and bridled and tied to saplings
ready to be used.
"Come on, boys," the young deadshot said, as
he ran to the. nearest horse and quickly untied it.
"I am going, too, Wild," Arietta cried, as Charlie and Jim ran after him.
"All right, little girl. Come on."
It did not take them more than a minute to
mount t:l}e horses, and then they went dashing
away, leaving the mine boss in charge of the _five
prisoners. Young Wild West and his companions
gained rapidly upon the wagon. As it neai;ed the
bridge which spanned the stream, they were only
about a hundred yards behind it. They could see
no signs of the three men who were supposed _to
be in it, though they knew one ·of them. was driving, for the horses were doing their best to cover
the ground. The bridge was reached. Then the
speed of the horses suddenly slackened. Wild
caught a glimpse of two men as they leaped from
the front of the wagon and ·ran over tQ the bridge.
He raised his rifle as if to shoot at them, but suddenly changed his mind. They were on foot, and
he knew they could easily be overtaken. They
sped wildly over to the other side, and then made
a dive for some rocks and were quickly lost to
:view. The dri ver swung his whip furiously, and
the horses leaped forward. Then something that
was entirely unexpected happened. The wagon
was hardly half wa y over the bridge when the air
was rent by a deafening explosion. Right before
the eyes of Young Wild West and his partners
the outfit was blown to atoms.
. CHAPTER IX.-Arietta and the Avengers.
The Avengers and the excited miners who were
running- with them in pursuit of the wagon were
appalled when they heard the explosion. It happened that a rather high ledge that was covered
with t-rees and bushes lay between them and the
bridge, and they did not see what happened, any
more than the puff of smoke that went skyward.
Our friends, mounted as they were, had easily
outdistanced them, and hence they had the chance
of seeing the unexpected and thrilling occurrence.
"Come on, boys," shouted Tom, his eyes blazing
with excitement. "Like as not they've blowed up
:Young Wild West. Hurry!"
· Some of the men stumbled and fell in their
haste, and others fell over them. But they managed to get to the top of the ridge, and then they
could see that a portion of the bridge had been
. blown to pieces, and that it woilld be impossible
to cross it. On the bank close to it were Young
Wild West and his partners and Arietta, while
fragments of the wagon were scattered around
what remained of the bridge. The water was
rushing in a regular torrent, so swift, in fact, that
it would have been a risky thing for a good swimmer to attempt to cross, though the distance was
not more than a dozen yards. Yelling madly. the
crowd ran down the hill to the spot. But they
came to a halt at the bridge, for eager as they
were to get to the oth_e r side, they realized that
it would be dangerous to venture upon the broken
structure. Evidently few of them knew that the
wagon, horses and the man in the wagon had been
destroyed.
"Easy, boys," Young Wild ,vest said, as he
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rode up to the crowd and held up his hand. "Don't
trr to ~et across there, _for if you do you certamly will take a tumble mto the water. It looks
as if you wouldn't have much of a chance to swim
if that happened."
. "They blowed up the bridge after gittin' across
it, ~h ?" Tom a~ked, his voice tre~bling with the
exc1_tement, which now had full sway with him
agam.
"No, they didn't," the boy answered, in his cool
and easy way. "Can't you see that broken wagon
still hanging to the bridge there? The whole outfit was blown to pieces."
"What!"
The.leader of the Avengers was amazed.
. "That'_s right. We were dangerously close to
it when rt happened, too. Why, some of the pieces
went over us, . and we could hear them whizzing
through the air. There must have been quite a
lot of. dynamite in the wagon."
"What made it explode?" one of the miners
asked.
"That's more than I can tell you. But you can
see the result of it."
"An' it killed 'em all, too, I s'pose?" Tom ventu!ed, looking somew_h at disappointed, for it was
evident that he was anxious to lay hands upon
the rest of the gang.
"No, it didn't. Two of them jumped out of the
w~gon as it slowed down upon reaching the
bridge. The last I saw of them they ran behind
the rocks over there."
"Are you sure of that, Young Wild West?"
·
"Positive of it."
"You seen 'em an' yet you didn't shoot at 'em?"
. "No, I didn't s~oot at them. At first I was gomg to shoot, but it struck me that since they were
on foot it would be an easy matter to overtake
them. Of course, I didn't figure on the bridge being destroyed, or I might have brought them
•
down." ·
"Boys," the leader of the Avengers called out
"two o~ the g~n,g is l!vin' yet, an' they're on th~
other side trym to git away. · That means that
we have got to git over there an' git 'em. Come
on. Some of us will go down an' some will go up.
You a!J know where you kin git across."
Then Tom and his band of Avengers turned to
the right and ran swiftly along the bank of the
stream. Some of the miners followed them but
the majority of them saw fit to go the other 'way.
In fess than two minutes there was no one left
there but our four friends.
"What are you going to do, Wild?" Jim Dart
!1-sked, looking at the young deadshot questionmgly.
"I suppose we may as well ride down and cross
and help catch the two villains."
"And don't let tb,em be lynched, Wild," Arietta
spoke up. ·
"All right, little girl. I will try not to. But
such a crowd is hard to control. It seems that
it took them some little time to turn against the
dynamite gang. . But once they did they were
willing to go right ahead and annihilate them."
"They shall_ not lynch them if I have anything
to say about it, arid I think I will," Arietta an·
swered.
They all four turned and rode along the bank
at a gallop. They saw the crowd going ahead
of thepi, and then Wild slackened the speed of his
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horse. His companions did likewise, and Charlie
seemed somewhat surprised.
"Goin' to let 'em git over ahead of us, Wild?"
he asked.
"Yes, let them go ahead. We have horses, and
can easily overtake them."
Down the stream for nearly a mile went the
crowd. Then they came to a place where the
stream widened considerably, the water being not
more than a foot deep. There were plenty of
rocks and stones, too, so without any hesitation
they proceeded across it. When the last man was
over Young Wild West and his companions rode
up to the spot. As Arietta pulled up her horse
perparatory to dismounting, the animal .caught
one of his hoofs between two rocks and stumbled
and fell. The girl was thrown over its head, but,
luckily for her, landed safely upon her hands and
knees upon some soft ground. The poor horse
gave a plunge, and in attempting to get up
snapped its leg. No one understood better what
had happened than Young Wild West. He knew
the horse was done for. But he paid no attention to it just then, and dismounted and ran to
·
the assistance of his ·s weetheart.
"I am all right, Wild," the girl declarecl.
"Lucky for me that I didn't land a few feet to
the left or I would have hurt ;myself on the sharp
stones."
"That's right, little girl. Are you sure you are
not hurt any?"
"Not a particle."
Charlie and Jim had also dismounted, and they
were standing over the struggiing hors~.
"I reckon I'd better put the poor beast out of
·
his misery, eh, Wild?" the 11cout asked. "His
leg's broken short off, right above the knee."
"You might as well, Charlie," was the reply.
Then Charlie's revolver cracked, and the horse
rolled over upon its side, quivering for a moment,
•
and then becoming perfectly still.
"That leaves you without a horse, little girl,"
the young deadshot said, nodding to his sweetheart. "I reckon you had better go back and join
Anna .and Eloise at the camp. It isn't more than
half a mile from here. I am sure there will be
no one to interfere with you on the way, or when
you get there, either, for that matter."
"All right, Wild. I will wait here a few minutes and th~n go back."
Bent upon preventing the Avengers from lynching the Dynamite Fiends, Wild mounted his horse
and then boldly rode into the creek and crossed it,
Charlie and Jim following. Arietta took a seat
on a rock a short distance from ,the two horses
and watched and waited. She saw her dashing
young lover and his partners disappear among
the bushes at the other side; and then she arose
to her feet and decided to make for the camp.
"It's too bad!" she exclaimed, as she hesitated.
"I started in to prevent a lynching, and now I
have got to give 1t up. It was all on account of
the horse catching his hoof in the rocks. I should
have been more careful in riding over such rough
ground."
She looked at the dead horse, and then instead
of heading for the camp, walked a few feet in the
direction they had come and sat down upon a log
which was resting upon a high bank that overlooked the stream. From this point she could see
quite a distance both ways on the other side.
"I will wait here a while, anyhow," she thought.

When she had waited about ten minutes sh~
heard ha~f a dozen shots fired in quick succession. They came from a point a little to the left,
where the trees were very thick on the side of the
mountain.
"They have found them, I suppose," .was her
conclusion. "Well, if the two villains are shot
while putting up a fight, it will be nothing more
than what they deserve. But if they surrender
they should have a fair chance. No doubt, of
course, they will be sent to prison1 but to kill them
after they have given up would oe nothing short
of murder."
She listened, but for the space of a full minute
sne cob.Id not hear anything out of the ordinary.
Then exultant yells came to the girl's ears, and
two more shots were fired in quick succession.
Arietta. arose to her feet and looked in the direction the sounds came ·from. She knew what was
transpiring must be at 1east a quarter of a mile
up the side of the mountain on the opposite side
of the stream. But there were so many trees and
other vegetation there that she could not see a
thing. The girl h'ad nothing but the revolver she
had seized while in Perry'.s shanty, but it was
loaded, and she knew if it came to the point she
could readily make use of it. But she stood there
thinking while the yells grew nearer, and she wondered if it would be worth while, after all, to interfere in behalf of the two escaping Dynamite
Fiends. However, she had declared her inten~
tions of saving them from a lynching, or of permitting tlwm to be shot unless they were in the
act of. trying to shoot 11omeone else. Young Wild
West's sweetheart was nothing if not determined,
so 11he started down the little slope and waited on
the bank of the creek.
The hoarse voices of excited men came nearer
and nearer, and then it was not long before she
saw so~ething movi:qg in the foliage acl"0SS the
stream. The next moment a man appeared. He
was running in a bent attitude, and one glance
was sufficient to let the girl know that be was one
of· the men the Avengers were seeking. Right
after him came the other of the two who had
left the wagon just in time to e11cape being blown
to pieces. Both were frightened. But there was
something about them whic'h showed that they
were desperate as well. On they came, and reaching the edge of the water, they paused for a moment and looked back in the direction they had
.
come.
Then both leaped upon the rocks and began
crossing. Arietta stepped' back behind a tree. She
had barely done this when a dozen or more of the ·
. pursuers broke into view. On came the two men,
and reaching that side of the creek, they darted
into the bushes and sought refuge behind a fallen
tree, which was not more than a hundred feet
from where the girl was standing. Arietta looked
for Wild and his partners to· appear, but· she t<aw
nothing of any horses. Men were coming, and
that was all. She recognized the party who called
themselves the Avengers. Tom, their leader, was
urging them on. Down he came to the water, and
without any hesitation started to cross the creek.
After him came his men, and then as many as
twenty miners followed, brandishing their revolvers. The girl thought it was a hopeless case.
The two villains were at bay, and, by all appear•
ances, they meant to sell their lives dearly. Behind th_e rock they crouched, and she could see
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that both held a revolver. She could even see the
hunted looks that shone in their eyes, and she
pitied them. But she remained right where she
was, gripping her revolver in a nervous way. As
Tom reached the bank and started up the slope
toward the very spot where the dynamiters were
concealed one of them fired a shot. The bullet
did not hit the leader of the · Avengers, but it
passed so close to his head that it caused_ him to
involuntarily stop. The others rushed- right on;
however, and then two more shots were fired.
One man dropped with a bullet in his shoulder.
Crack crack, cra-ack l Half a dozen or more shots
wer fired by the pursuers, though Arietta knew
the bullets did not find the mark. The two men
were concealed behind the fallen tree, and were
safe as long as they could keep the pursuers away
fr.om them. But it could not last long. There
were too many of them. Up the bank the crowd
surged. More shots were fired, and two more men
fell. Then over the fallen tree half a dozen more
leaped, and the next minute the two Dynamite
Fiends were struggling in . the grasp of their
angry pursuers. Tom, the leader, was sitting on
the ground now, for on~ of the bullets from the
two had pierced the lobe of his left ear, and he
was bleeding profusely.
. - No doubt he felt the sting, too, and was temporarily dazed. • He did not_ offer to give ~.ny orders but his men rushed right on, and with the;
assiitance of the willing miners, the two men were
roughly handled and disarmed. Arietta watched
them, her revolver half raised. When she saw
them binding the arms of the two she felt somewhat relieved, for it looked as if they meant to
take them prisoners after all. But presently the
man who had taken the place of Tom looked
around excitedly and then called out:
"A rope, a rope! We'll s~ttle this ):>usiness
afore Young Wild West an' his pards gits here.
He says there ain't goin'. to be no 1¥Jl;~hin', but I
say there is. Tom g~t hit,. a,n'. he am_i; ~~ to run
things jest now, so Im dom it for hrm.
"Hey, there, Sam," t~e woun1~ l~ad_er called
out as he struggled to his ·feet.
Wait till Young
Wiid West gets here. · There ain't no u se in havin'
any more trouble. 'I:his is the last of 'em, accordin' to what we'v~ heard. The fe1l~r what
was drivin' the horses• when the explosion took
place at the bridge got blowed all to pieces. We
know what happened to the rest, so these must
be the last of 'em."
"Never mind Young ·wild West," came ·the re~
tort. "They've got to be hung, an' that's all there
is to it."
It was not strange that a rope should be found
in such a crowd as that. More than one man had
started out with the express purpose of hanging
the fiends as soon as they were caught. Three
'men came running forward in a hurry, each with
a rope. The prisoners were not given a chance
to say a word in their defense. There was such
a hub-bub that they could not have been heard if
they had tried ·to saz anything. They were
dragged beneath a convenient limb, and then after
two or three attempts a rope was thrown over
it. This was followed by a second rope, and then
two nooses were hurriedly formed. Under the
llll!-b the two were carried, and the ropes quickly
adjusted about their necks.
· This was as much as Arietta could stand. Running lightly to the spot, she suddenly appeared
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be;fore the men just as they wer.e about to launch
the two prisoners into eternity.
.
"Hold on I" she cried in a :i:inging voice. "This
is not right. While the two men are very bad
and no doubt deserve punishment, it is not for
you to take the law into your hands. Wait until
Young Wild West comes."
"Get out of the way, gal," the substitute leader
of the Avengers exclaimed, and running to her;
he attempted to push her away.
· But Arietta quickly turned her revolver full
upon him.
"Touch me if you dare!" she exclaimed, her
eyes ·f lashing fire.
·"Huh!" exclaimed the man, somewhat startled.
"You wouldn't shoot me, would you; gal?"
"Touch me and I'll shoot you. .You may be
one of the so-called Avengers, but don't lay ~ands
on me. I have said that the two men must not
be hanged. Let them be taken with the rest of
the prisoners before a judge, and then they can
have a fair trial. I believe I heard your leader
say that he was going to see to it that things
were run in a straight way in Big Hit after this.
This is certainly a very poor beginning. Lynch
law is not law at all, but simply a barbarous custom that should have been abolished by all who
call themselves men long ago."
While the girl's words had considerable effect
upon the crowd, it did not break them from the
desire to go ahead and hang the two dynamiters.
"It's all right, young lady," one of the committee said, stepping up. "Sam was a little too
hasty. But he sartinly didn't mean to touch you.
You don't s'pose anyone here would offer to harm
one of Young Wild West's friends, an' especially
a gal, do you?"
Sam, somewhat abashed, stepped back. Then
Tom, the real leader, walked up, holding his hand
to his wounded ear.
"Boys," he said- slowly, "I reckon we had better
wait till Young Wild West gits here."
At that very moment, with a strength that was
undoubtedly born of despair, one of the condemned men succeeded in wrenching his hands
free. He threw the rope from about his neck in
a twinkling, and then before anyone the1·e hardly
realized it, lie went dashing into the bushes.
CHAPTER X-Bad Luck Turned Into
Good Luck
Hop Wah, the elev.er Chinee, reached the shant y
of Bill P erry less than five minutes after our
friends and the crowd had left in pursuit of the
wagon. When the Chinaman saw the mine boss
in charge of the five prisoners, he was somewhat
surprised.
.
'
"\Vhattee mattee?" he asked, as he ran up and
looked Armstrong in the face.
"They've all gone and left me," was the reply.
"Young Wild West said that three of the Dynamite Fiends got away, and he and the rest-have
gone to try, and get them."
"Ley go lat way?" Hop asked, pointing off
toward the bridge.
"Yes," was the reply. "Young Wild West and
his partners rode the horses they found he1·e.
The young lady who camt M.t-e wifu them went
away on horseback, too,'•
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"Lat velly stlange," and Hop looked around as

if he expected to find more horses,

"There were only four horses here," Armstrong
said.
"Oh, he undelstand. Whatee you do with um
·
plisoners?"
"Stay rignt her,e with them. Young W:ild West
told me to watch them and see that theY, did
not even attempt to get away."
"Ley no gittee 'way," Hop declared, as he examined a knot in the rope. "Me kno'i\'ee lat allee
light. Misler Charlie tie lem up."
"Cheyenne Charlie tiec_i them up, that's right."
"Allee light. We take lem to um hotel, so be."
"I suppose that would be about as .yell as
-~
anything."
"Lat light. You go ahead and pu,11 \}lil lope.
Me , makee u:tn bad Melican men wall,{ee.,:along
.
velly muchee quickee."
Then Hop drew his old-fashion.ea six-shooter
and, stepping behind the last man of the string,
ordered him to move. Arms1lro11g ,evidently
though it was all right, so he gave a j/Ull and
the five promptly walked off. They wei:e-°'tltterly
helpless save that they had the use of their
lower limbs. To make a b:ceak to get away would
have been out of the question, since tliey were
tied together, a space of only about two feet being
between them. On they marched, Armstrong
leading the way and Hop bringing up the rear,
flourishing his revolver and frightening them not
a little, for once or twice he acted very much as
if he :wa::t going to -shoot them because they did
not move fast enough to suit him. 1n this way
they continued on until they reached the hotel.
Armstrong paused before the open door.
"There is no one here," he said, turning to
the Chinaman.
"Lat allee light. You go on in, so be."
"What for?"
"Go on in, Misler Melican Man. We lettee um
plisoners allee samee settee down."
"Well, to 'please you, I will.'·
Then the prisoners were marched into the barroom.- Hop ranged five chairs a short distance
from the bar, an4 then at a word from 'him the
prisoners sat down. One of them was Muffins,
and he was about the most miserable one of the
lot, if looks went for anything.
"See here, Hop Wah," he s·a id, looking pleadingly at the Chinaman, "you know me putty well,
don't you? This ain't the right thing. The young
lady didn't want us held prisoners. She tried
her best to -make the men let us go. Can't you do
somethin' for us?"
"Me fixee velly muchee quickee, so be," Hop
answered, smilingly. "You settee light down, Mis~
ler Melican Man."
"My name is Muffins, you know."
"Allee light. Me no care whattee you name is.
Maybe you likee havee lillee dlink of tanglefoot."
"Yes, of course. But can't you make Mr. Armstrong let us go? We didn't mean to do so much
damage. It was all the fault of 'Bill Perry. He
had a grudge agin them what owns the mine,
you know."
"That will do, Muffins!" Armstrong exclaimed
angrily, "There is nothing that you can say that
will help your case one bit. You chose to assist
that fiend of a P~rry to destroy everything that

belonged to the mining company. Now you must
take the consequences."
"You watchee, Misler Armstrong," said Hop
Wah, nodding to the mine boss.
But it ~as hardly necessary to tell him to do
this. A1:mstrong certainly had made up his mind
to watch them at the very startt and he had not
changed one bit. Hop walked leisure1y behind
the bar and began looking. over the 'few bottles
that the shelf above it c;ontained. Some of them
were partly filled with liquor, others ' had only a
small quantity in them, and two or three were
empty. But ther.e happened to be three or four
demijohns under the bar, and upon examination
Hop found them to be pretty well filled.
"Me leckon we havee lillee dlink," he said. "Me
velly smartee Chinee, so be."
Then he placed seven glasses on the bar and
from a demijohn filled them.
"Velly goodee tanglefoot," he remarked, as he
placed one of the glasses , under his nose, after
he had put the dep~,iJo1m back in its place. Before coming. :f.roro t);lhinct tJie bar he counted ·o ut
three dollars an , a .half, and placed it in the
"'
money-dtawer. '
"You see lat, Mr. Armstrong?" he said. "Me
pay for um dlinks. Me no: stealee.""All right, Hop," the mine boss answered, .
laughing in spite of liimself. "You are certainly
a great Chinaman."
Hop now came around, and one after the other
he permitted the prisoners to swallow the drinks
he had put out for them. Then he picked up
the two· remaining glasses and, stepping over to
Armstrong, said:
"Velly goodee luckee, Misler Armstrong."
"I suppose I'll have to drink with you whether
I feel like it .or not. But the fact is I do feel
like taking something in the way of a stimulant
just now," was the reply.
The two drank, and just as they finished in
came Jerry Dodge, the proprietor. He had gone
as far as the bridge, and right after the explosion occurred he set out to come back. Of course,
Hop and Armstrong had hea1·d the explosion, and
though they had wonde"red what it meant, they
attributed it to the dynamj.;~rs-, for one of the
prisoners had given them ffh,e information that
both dynamite and nitro-glyc~:rln!i were hidden in
the wagon.
"I reckon only two of 'em got away, Mr. Armstrong," Dodge said, after he shot a sharp glance
at the Chinaman. "The wagon blowed up jest
as it was goin' over the bridge. The bridge got
busted, an' the man dri\r:in' it was blowed to
pieces. That's what they say. Two of 'em jumped
out jest after that, an' they're after 'em now.
But say, what are you doin' in here?" His gaze
was directed upon the Chinaman now.
"Everything is all right, Jerry," the mine boss
answered quickly. "The Chinaman took it on
himself to pour out liquor for all hands, and he
paid for it, too. I saw him put the money in
..
the \!rawer."
"Well, that's all right, then. But what did you
bring that gang in here for? I don't want 'em
here. I don't want nothin' to do with 'em."
At this Muffins forgot his fear and became an.
gry.
"You always was a friend to us, an' you knowed
(Continued on -page 24.)
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what we was goin' to do last night," he declared.
"Now you're goin' back on us."
"You lie if you say I knowed what you was go•
in' to do," and, the face of the man paled.
'.'You ~ettee lookee outee, Misler Boss," Hop
said, lookmg very solemn all at once and shaking ·
her head. "Um Avengers allee samee wantee
h:angee evely bad Melican man. Maybe ley hangee
you, too, so be."
"They might jest as well hang him if they hang
any of us," Muffins cried. "He's jest as bad as
·any of the rest. He was always tellin' Bill Perry
to ~o ahead an' make trouble at the mine."
' Mr. Armstrong," the hotel proprietor called
out, pleadingly, "you ain't goin' to believe anytliing like that, are you?"
"Never mind, Jerry," was the reply. •«we'll
let it go as it is. I hardly think you are as bad
as that fellow says."
"Thank you for sayin' that. I'm an honest man,
an' I always have been, an' I always will be, too."
Hop now stepped out of the door. He could
bear shouting down toward the creel<, and he
~ew that something was going on.
"Misler Armstrong," he said, running back,
"you watchee um plisoners. Me go findee outtee
whattee mattee."
Then the Chinaman hastened away, and came
upon the scene just as Arietta had succeeded in
holding off the lynching. As he ran to the spot,
hoping to be able to assist the girl, the clatter of
hoofs sounded, and t~n Young Wild West and his
partners came in sight. That settled it. Those
of the miners who had been bent upon going ahead
and lynching the two men, regardless of what the
girl said, promptly took water.
"What's the matter here?" the young deadshot
called out, as he reined in his horse right close to
his sweetheart.
·
"I managed to prevent them from hanging the
two prisoners, Wild," Arietta answered, joyfully.
"But I· supposEc they would have done it, anyhow,
if you had not come."
"That's all right, little girl. I reckon there are
ots of sensible men here. If they will only take
time to think they will decide that it is best to
turn the prisoners over to the sheriff."
"That's the way · to talk, Young Wild West,"
Tom cried. "I've made a fool of myself. The
band I or?anized an' called the Avengers sartinly
was goin a little too fast. If we're goin' to
run things straight here in this camp, I reckon
we want to do away with lynchin'."
Then even the most obdurate ones softened, and
it was quickly settled that Young Wild West was
to have it his way. The result was that the two
prisoners were started back in the direction of the
mining camp. Arietta got on the horse after
Wild, and went along with theml the crowd chee~
i_n g when they came in sight of tne hotel and other
shanties.
Hop Wah strode along ri~ht behind Charlie and
. Jim, and he was telling willing listeners of how
he had taken the five prisoners into the hotel barroom and left them there in charge of the mine
boss and Jerry Dodge. Some of them actually believed that if it had not been for the Chinaman
the prisoners might h~ve got away. But a little
later they found out differently, and then they
laughed and joked with the Chinaman about it.
Probably Jerry Dodge was as much frightened

V,S any of the prisoners, for he knew that Muffins
had told the truth. But since Armstrong did not
seem inclined to believe it, he simply hoped and
th?ught if no one else accused him of being' anythmg but straight, it might come out all right.
It was wonderful to see how docile the ·miners
had become. They seemed to be perfectly satisfied
when Young Wild West advised that the seven
prisoners be locked in a shanty and have a guard
placed there. , The building adjoining the store
was selected for the purpose, and the villains
were quickly marched into it Then four · men,
members of the Avengers, were selected to do
guard duty, after which a man was dispatched to
the nearest town to notify the sheriff.
"Gentlemen," Young Wild West said, as he
stood in the midst of an admiring group, "I reckon we will stay here until the sheriff comes and
takes the prisoners away. It is too bad that there
was any friction about it, but Arietta was determined that the villains should have a square deal,
and she came out ahead in the game, too."
"It's all right, Young Wild West," Tom, ·the
leader, answered, somewhat sheepishly. "As I
said afore, I made a fool of myself, but it's all
right now."
1t was not until the next morning that the
sheriff arrived with a number oi deputies to take
charge of the prisoners. With him came two of
the men interested in the mine, and they were
not long in being introduced to Young Wild West
and his friends. The prisoners were duly taken
away, while an examination was being made of
the destruction at the mine.
Wild and his vartners joined in this, as might
be supposed, and when they made the discovery
that the explosion had torn the earth and rock
apart and disclosed a big drift of ore that would
turn out at least five hundred dollars to the ton.
the effect was startling. John Armstrong fairly
cried with joy.
"It isn't half as bad as I thought it would be,
Young Wild West," he declared, as he seized the
boy by both hands. "I always thought there was
plenty of good paY.-dirt in that mine. Now I
know it: I think it will not be very long before
there will be some new ·and better buildings here,
and we will be working overtime."
"Glad of it, Mr. Armstrong," was the smiling
retort. "You never can tell whether it's bad luck
or good luck that hits you, you know." ·
"Well, it certainly looked to be very bad last
night."
"But it's brighter now."
'
"Oh, yes. I will say that things are much bet.ter than they were before the explosion occurred...
Wild was more than satisfied with the way '
things had turned out. But Arietta felt a sori
of triumph at having won out in her attempt to
prevent the slaying of the prisoners.
·
Taking it all in all, the youn~ deadshot and his
companions had put in an excitmg time of it, and
not one of them was sorry for coming to Big Hit.
They remained there for a couple of days, and
then leaving things in as _good a condition as
might be expected, they set out in quest of further.
adventures.
·

Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST AND THE TENDERFOOT'S LEGACYr
or, BAFFLING THE CLAIM JUMPERS.
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"OLD MONEY BAGS' " BOY
-OR-

A Puzzle for Wall Street
By DICK ELLISCJN:"
• CHAPTER XXII.-(Continued.)
"That's a very serious charge to make, madam.
You certainly ought to know that every venture
can't be a success. Money is lost a s well as made
in Wall Street every day. Nobody can win unless somebody loses.· Most of the losers kick and
find fault, which is all wrong."
·
·
"Well, you have been successful, haven't you?"
"Yes, madam; unusually so. But it is sheer
good luck."
,
"That's it. You were born lucky. Now, I want
you to use some money for me. I want to share
in your good luck."
"Madam, I wouldn't touch a dollar of your
money for big pay."
"Why not?".
"Because I wouldn't be permitted to do so under the law. I've no license to do business for
anybody else but myself."
"Why don't you obtain a license?"
"Because I don't wish to do so. I don't care to
handle other people's money. If I should lose,
you would make trouble for me."
"Indeed, I wouldn't," she said.
.'-Tommie shook his head and told her the names
of half a dozen brokers, Mr. Bedloe included, for
whom -she had made a lot of trouble.
"Well, all those fellows swindled me, and- kept
about half of my money."
"Well, if I should l~~e any of it you would say
the same thing of me.
"Indeed I wouldn't! I 'm willing to sign an
agreement that if !in~, of it is lost, I w jll not utter
a word of complamt.
To everything she said he shook his head until
- she really lost patience.
Just then the door opened, a nd in came Old
,
Money Bags.
When t he old m an -caught sight of her he
wheeled and dashed out into the corridor.
She sprang up to chase him, but he hnrried to
the elevator and went down on the street.
He was out of sight before she could get down
in the next run.
The old fellow didn't care t o have a scene with
her.
'
•
CHAPTER XXIII.
How Tommie Detected A T r ap.
, Tommie and Bessie both laughed heartily at the
rapid flight of Old Money Bags, ~nd they thought
of course that they had gotten rid of the woman.
But by and by she returned quite flushed, sat
down, and began fanning herself, ejaculating:
"The old villain!"
·
"Madam," said Tommie, "I served Mr. Bedloe
for
,, more than a year, and I know that he is as
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honest and fair as any man you can find in Wall
Street. If he made an investment for you and
it failed to ~an out profitably, it wasn't his fault.
Women can t bear losses like men. A man will
grit his teeth and bear it, but a woman will quest ion her broker's honesty and give him a tonguelashing. I don't t hink you can find· a broker in
this building, and there are upwards of a hundred
of them, that will handle any money for you on
t hat account. The majority _of them do not like
to do business with a woman. Even if I were in
business as a broker, which I am not, I wouldn't
touch a dollar of your money for a salary. I
know one young lady that I used some money for
and fortunately I won in the deal. But not being
a licensed broker, I dared not charge her any commission."
'
"Well, didn't she offer you any pay?"
"Oh, yes! But I couldn't take it."
"Were you afraid she would give you away?"
"No; but it is foolish for one to put himself in
another's power. Some day she might get mad
with me, and then I'd feel th(l grip of an officer
on my shoulder. It is a rule of mine never to
place myself in any one's power."
"Oh, you haven't any faith in anybody, have
you?" "Well, I have more faith in myself than in
anybody else."
After a great deal more talk and pleading, the
woman left the office, and a little later Tommie
went into Old Money Bags's place and found him
sitting at his desk.
The old man looked up over his glasses, and
a sked:
"ls she gone?"
"Yes, sir; but I'm surprised to find you here. ·
I thought you would have been in Harlem by this
time from the rapid retreat you made."
The old man chuckled dryly and remarked:
" It was such a sudden meeting that I never
t hought of anything else but beating a retreat.
W)1.at did she say?"
'
" Oh, she merely gave you a left-l}anded !:>lessing."
" Yes, and that tongue of hers can give a righthanded blessing at the sa,me time.. There isn't a
broker in the building who will have anything to
do with her money. even when he intends to steal
it. T wo years ago I made an investment for her,
buying the stock for which she gave me ·a written
order. The stock declined, and ever since she has
held me morally responsible for the decline. Yet
I didn 't even suggest to her to buy it. I have the
w ritten order in her own handwriting in my desk
here. What did she want with you?"
"She want ed me to use some money for her in
speculation."
"Of course you took it, eh?"
"No, sir! I told her plainly I wouldn't do business for her on a salary."
"That's right! That's right! Let me give you
a bit of advice. Never handle any woman's
money. A woman can't understand losses, and
will always accuse you ·of swindling or stealing."
The next day the lady came back, and again
pleaded for nearly an hour with Tommie, urging
him to use $10,000 of her money."
He stubbornly declined, but it seemed that sht
was determined not to take no for an answer;
She made him all sorts of 9ffer.1.

•
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She even turned to Bessie and begge~ hez: to
persuade him to take her _money, but Bessie Sf!liled
and said that it was entirely out of her busmess
to interfere with other people's business.
"Madam " said Tommie, "why don't you speculate on yoJr own hook'!"
"My! What in the world dOf;f a woman know
about Wall Street speculatons?
.
"Not much, I confess, on the average, but still
you look like a lady of some sense. Read the papers, and when you• find stock rising r a pidly, ~o
to some banker put up your money, and ask him
to buy that sto~k for you. That's the way I made
mine. It's ea sy enough. And if you shoul.d lose,
you can sit down before the mirror in your home
and abuse yourself to your heart's ,eontent."
"But how in the world will I know what stock
to buy?"
·
"Read the papers. All the movements of .s~ock
are reP,orted there. When you see a stoc~ n smg,
go to a bank if you want to buy on ma rgms, and
put up $10,000 on t en per cen t , ma rgin, and the
bank will add $90,000 to it, and buy $100,000
worth of stock. Then sell before it tumles down
/ and wipes out the margin. That's exactly the way
I have done."
"Well, what stock would you advise me to buy
now?"
"None. Wait till you see a rapidly rising stoc~;
Don't be in a hurry, and don't hold on t oo long.
"Will you let me know when the next rise takes
place?"
"I can't promise you that, madam."
"My, ·I think you are mean."
.
"That's it, madam. You are accusmg me of
being mean before I make a:riy deals .. What would
you do if you should act on my advice and lose?
I'd have to leave Wall Street or, like Mr. Bedloe,
run every time I should see you."
"Oh that old villain!" she hissed.
Just then .a broker came in and Tommie introduced him to the woman, and told him if_ he
wanted a client, there was one who was anxious
to put up $10,000 for speculation.
·
The fellow had not met the lady before, but he
had heard of her, as had every broker in the
building.
He bowed 'poiitely and said that he had more
business on hand than he could atte:qd to, and
didn't wish to add to his clients.
She went away and the broker turned on Waddell and said:
"Waddell, I thought you were a friend of min~:
and yet you tried to put that old firebrand on me.
Tommie !aughed and said:
"Well, I wanted to put her on somebody, for
she worried me until I was almost tempted to
leave the St reet."
"Well you can't shove her off on me or anybody el~e in this building. I ,~rapped in to see
if you have any B. & L. shares.
.
"No sir. I haven't a share of any kmd. What
are yo'u buying that stock for?"
"I've an order for it."
"How many shares dci you want?"
"All I can get.
I'll take 10,000."
"W elf, I'll see if I can get some for you."
"All right. I'll take 10,000 shares at the ruling
price."
"Well, I'd have to pay the· ruling price;. so
where would I come in?"

•
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"I guess my client would be willing to pay a
commission."
"That's all right. But I can't charge commissions. So I guess it won't pay me to meddle with
it."
The broker went out, and some ten minutes
later another came in inquiring for the same
stock.
Durihg the _d ay at least eight or ten brokers
did the same thing.
"Tom," said Bessie, "why don't you buy a big
block of that stock, for if there is such a great
demand for it, there must be something in it."
Tommie thought for a while, then got up and
went to Mr. Bedloe.
He inquired if he had received any applications
for that particular stock. · .
The old man shook his head.
He then visited two other offices and found that
no such applications had been ma de.
H e r eturned to his office fully sa tisfied that
these br okers were trying to impress upqn his
mind that that particular stock was to be boomed.
He saw that they merely wanted to unload 20,000 ;
or 30,000 shares of it on him.
"Bessie," said he, "it is a trap. I can't find that
any of those fellows h ave asked for any sh a res of
that stock in any ~ther office in this building"
"Oh, my! Are you sure of that, Tom?"
"Yes ; quite sure. There's plenty of it on the
market ·; but nobody seems to want it. The next
fellow who comes in asking for the stock I'll ask '
for a written order for 20,000 or 30,000 shares of
it, and that will bluff him."
.
The next day a man came in, saying that he· '
w anted 10,000 shares of the stock . •
"All r ight," said Tommie. "Give me your writ- ,
ten order for 10,000 shares, and I'll get them for
you."
"Oh, you don't want any written order," said
the broker.
"Yes, I do. I wouldn't touch them without it," ,
"Well, I'm buying them for my client. If he •
will give the written order, it is all right; but I
won't."
"All right; see him, bring in his order and I'll
get them for you." The broker ·went out and
didn't come back again. When he had gone,•Tommie winked at Bessie, saying:
"They may set all the t r aps they please, but I
look before I leap."
One day young Waddell got on to the secret of a '
syndicate that was preparing to boom a certain
stock.
.
He got the tip by the merest accident.
Even before the syndicate began to buy, he had ~
bought 30,000 shares of the stock.
For a while the manager of the syndicate · suspected that somebody had got wind of of organization, and the delay in purchasinl?' the shares
lasted about three days.
Then the syndicate brokers began buying.
"Now, Bessie, is your chance," said Tommie,
and he told her about the syndicate.
Her mother was very much opposed to her using the $30,000 that she had in the bank; so she
only drew $20,000.
(To be continued.)
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
CHESS SETS
Chess sets are made of various woods. Some
of the best are of ebony and boxwootl, but very
satisfactory games may be played with . yellow
poplar, basswood, walnut, maple, and birch outfits, says the American Forestry Magazine. The
same h olds true of checkers.
POLICE DOG TRAILS LEOPARD IN JERSEY
A p6lice dog was put on the trail of the leopard
reputed to be roaming the New Jersey jungles
near Middletown. He stood watch at' night with
hunters who had placed a side of beef in the
elricken house on the Harrison farm, nea:r Chapel
Hill, which the leopard is said to frequent.
The dog's owner is George Martino Scarvela,
lbig game hunter and m_ining engineer, of ~o. 358
Fifth avenue. Accordmg to Scarvela,. his dog,
Tris, has killed wild anin.als in South America
and will be able to take care of any leopard which
he finds.
,n
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Just 1Jefore the b:rig left Salem a you~g man
at the head of a party of friends saluted Captain
Driver on the deck of his vessel and presented
him with a· rge and beautifully made American
flag. It wa.; sent aloft and when flung to the
breeze Captaip. Driver christened it "Old Glory."
He took it t.o the Southern Pacific, and years
after, when old age forced him to relinquish the
sea, he treasured the flag as an old friend.
In 1837 Captain· Driver moved to Nashville,
Tenn., and he died there in 1886.
Prior to the outbreak of hostilities between the
North and Sou.th "Old Glory" was · flung to the
breeze every day from the window of Captain
Driver's Nashville house. When the conflict be!
gan the old flag had to be secreted. It was kept
out of sight until General Nelson's wing of' the
Union army appeared in Nashville, February 27,
1862, when Captain Driver presented it to the
general to be hoisted on the capitol. It was run
up, and Captain Driver himself did the hoisting.
Its name and history soon became familiar to all
the soldiers in General Nelson's command, and
so was extended by the soldiers to other United
States flags.

,,

LAUGHS

"Pa," said young Tumblestone, "if
enough will I turn into a calendar?"
turn into bed this instant," said the
bleston, "or ~ will'assist you!" He

I eat dates
"You will
elder Tumturned in.

Friend-Why did y<,u give your wife a pearl
necklace for a bii:thday present? Don't you know
pearls •are the sign of tears? Husbahd (significantly)-fn this case they were the result of
them.
Employer-"For this job you've got to know
French and Spanish, and the pay is eighteen
dollars a week." "Lord, mister! I ain't got no
edication; I'm after a job in the yards." .1'See
the yard boss. We'll start you in at forty."

CUT HOUSE IN PART TO MOVE IT.
Miss Short-Isn't my name an absurd misfit,
An enterprising house mover in West Somer- Mr. Long?
Mr. Long (thoughtfully)-Yes,
ville Mass., finding it practically impossible to r!)-ther. If you could have mine it would be all
mov~ a three-story dwelling as it stood, sliced it right, wouldn't it? Miss Short-Oh · Mr Long
stl'aight down through the ridge of the gable, this is so sudden!
'
·
'
and carted. it away in two sections. Each section was about forty feet high. The base, however, was thirty feet in length by t wenty in
~iss Mug-I don't understand how your sister
width. The result, of course, was that every · failed to find me at the station. You said you
moment it threatened to topple over. To obviate would descr ibe me to her. Infatuated Lover
this, the brick from the chimneys and the stone (who sees a great deal more in Miss Mug than
from the foundatio:ns were loaded upon the first bother 'ffollks can}-Yes, I told her to look for a
floor for ballast.
eauti u girl, with the face of a Madonna · arid
· the form of a sylph. It is queer . she -missed
you._
ORIGIN OF "OLD GLORY"
Old Glory as a popular name of the A1r1e~ an
Mr. Common Citizen stepped into the butcher
flag is &aid to have been applied _fi r st in 1831 by
a .Salem (Mass.) skipper named William Driver, shop ·with · a do-or-die look on his face~ "A
who was at that time captain of the brig Cha rles pound of steak," he ordered. The steak, mostly
bone, was thrown on the scales. "Looky here,"
D oggett.
• Captain Driver was a sµcce ssful deep sea sailor remonstrated Mr . Common Citizen in as firm and
and .at the time of bestowing the name "Old determined a voice as he could command "you're
Glory" on the flag he was preparing to ,s hape giving me a big piece of bone." "Oh, no,'I ain't,"
the brig's course to the Southern Pacific.
returned the butcher blandly, "yer payin' fer it."

'
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T·HE A SSASSINS

discolse the design to any human being, the;
parted. At night, after the priest's first visit to
·the patient, they met agam to consider the man-ner and time when th.ey should perpetrate the
murder. The saf est way was agreed to be by
poison, ":'hich Bria~t. undertook to procure anq
Constantme to admimster, and the better to succeed in their fiendish designs they procured '\vord
to be sent to Lauretta that her aged father, who
lived four leagues off, was at the point of death,
and earnestly desired to see his only child before
~
·
he died.
Taking her maid Joanna with her, Lauretta, in
great alatm, departed at once, promising Ferio,
who was much troubled at parting with h.er, to
return as speedily as possible. The wretches
Briant and Constantine now had everytliing in
their own hands, but so cunning was the priest that
he would by no means murd.er Ferio until assured
of what would be the reward of so fearful a
crime. To this end tbe ·.e~mestly advised him "to
send at one;~ te- Faris . for some friend to come
t~ him lest he nnght die there alone, and offeresf
himself to. carry the letter to Paris without d.elay.
Ferio gratefully t.hanked him, and in the utmost confidence indited a letter to his son, whic.q
he int1:15ted to. Cons~antine for d.elivery, at the
same time praymg hrm to hasten back and bring
his son with h.im. . Overjoyed at the success of
his scheme, the villain left tile room, and hastening to find Briant, they opened the epistle and
·
read .as follows:

In the year 1790 there was. a small roadside
Inn not a great many miles from Pa ris, kept· by
one Briant and his wife Laur2tta. Briant's reputation in the immediate neighborhood of his residence was not by any means enviable; he was
said to be addicted to all sorts of evil practices,
and his inn would no 1doubt have been completely
deserted and· proscribed had it not been for -the
sweet temper and engaging manne1·s of his .wife,
who, in every respect, was the very reverse· of bet
• wretched husband.
How she ever chanced to link her lot with so
worthlesi, a fellow was indeed a mystery, for he
had maltreated her from the earliest period of
their marriage, and long since spent in· drunkenness and riot the portic!n of two thousand crowns
she brought him. It so happened that one very
stormy night, Monsieur Ferio, a rich merchant of.
Paris, over sixty years of age, was journeying toward his home, having with him two thousand
sequins in money and some jewels of great value
which he had purchased in Venice for the· Duchess
of Orlean.
These treasures. were all encased in a strong
leather girdle, and fastened around his body next
to his skin. He dismounted at Briant's inn, and
having ~rtaken of a frugal supper, and the
storm still continuing, resolved to J"emain during
"Some days since, my dear son, I fell sick
the night. · Having seen that his horse was well the inn of Briant; the bearer hereof will at once
stalled and fed, Ferio returned to the sitting-room, bring you to me; do not delay an instant, for- I
where he passed some time in chatting with Lau- have about my person no less a sum than tw9
retta, whoe society he found very agreeable, thousand sequins and some jewels .o f immense
and about ten o'clock retired to bed. W.nen the value purchased in Venice for the Duchess of
merchant awoke in the morning fr-0m a troubled Orleans. Come, then, my dear eon, to receiv~
and unrefreshlng sleep,.. he found, on attempting not only your father's earthly treasure, but perto rise, that he was too unwell to think of pro- haps his last blessing. God bless you with
ceeding that day to Paris, so he sent for his prosperity.
,
hostess and begged of her to make him as comFER.IO."
fortable as circumstances would permit.
This she readily promised to do, and set to
Abundantly satisfied, they now determined -to
work -at once to make what a;rrangements she make the ensuing night his last. They therefo:re
could for his better accommodation. The· next listened until all was still in his apartment, and
day, however, instead of being better, poor Ferio at about midnight Constantine entered on tipfelt himself much worse, and prayed Briant to toe and found Ferio buried in a profound slumprocure him a physician. He . set forth, and soon ber. Moving about stealthily across the room,
returned with Monsieur Morel, who, feeling the the wretch dropped into the jar of cooling drink
patients pulse, proceeded to let some blood to that stood at the b.edside a goodly quantity .,f
p'.revent a burning fev.er, and then gave him, strong some deadly drug, and then, as noiselessly retreating, awaited with his co;npanion in guilt the
hopes of recovery.
~
Lauretta t ended him diligently, and performed ren~
They were not kept long in suspense for presnot only the part of a good hostess, but a good
woman. But the crafty Briant, supposing Ferio ently the sick man awoke, and Constantine saw
to b,e rich, had long since determined that he with delight that he at once stretched forth his
shouid not recover. Pretending to be most soli- feeble hand, and grasping the poisoned chalice,
citious for his guest's welfare, he begged he drained it to the dregs. After that, without
might bring to his bedside 01:e - Father ~onst8!1- uttering a groan, he once more fell into a sound
tine and the merchant f earmg he might die, slumbei_, from which he never awoke in this world.
gladly availed himself of the supposed kindness. The instant they supposed him dead, the murNow this Father ConstAntine, though looked upon derers rushed into the room and pi;oceeded to
as a man of great piety, was in reality no less seai·ch for the treasure, which they divided
viciou·s a wretch than his friend Briant, and when equally, and then having built a great fir.e burned
the latter revealed to him his purpose, readily his clothing therein, until not a piece was left an
,, •
·
consented to aid in its accomplishment, provided inch square.
he had an equal share of the spoils.
After this they carried the corpse into a wood
.80. solemnlv swearing to each other not to . near by, and having buried it, covered the spol
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with turf and moss so carefully that no human
eye could discover it; and so cautious were they
in their villainy that they led his horse out
from the stable and turned it loose at . some distance · from the inn, to seek a new master. In
about a week after the murder Laurett_a returned
home. She had been most agreeably surprised
at finding her father quite well, but· he was so
rejoiced at seeing .her home he would by no means
allow her to leave until she had made him a visit
o:( some days.
·_ Of course, her first inquiry was for Ferio; her
husband answered her that, having cympletely
recovered, the tra'\'eler had proceeded on his way
some days back, having given to both Father
Constantine and himself fifty crowns apiece, as a
token of his regard, leaving also a like sum for
her. But Lauretta, fearing tlre worst, would not
touch the money, but -gav.e way in secret to uncontrollable grief. But the justice of Heaven is
inevitable, for within a minute from the time of
Ferio's burial a huge wolf, -'S eepng for prey, with
his paws fiercely tore up the earth, and dragged
forth the dead body, fed upon ana mangled it
in a fearful manner, but nev.er touched the face.
It so happened that while the wolf was still engaged at his horrible feast, a party of noble
gentlemen; eagerly following the exciting pleasure
of the chase, approached the object; aifrighted by
the clatter of the horse's hoofs, the shouts of the
riders, and the cry of the hounds, the rapacious
animal, with· a low, surly growl, left his prey
apd fled into the depths of the wood, just as
the huntsmen, in utter horror and amazement,
.reined up their steeds ov.er the corpse of the
murdered F.erio. Among the party was Monsieur
Morel, the physician who had attended Ferio,
v,ho instantly recognizing the countenance, sprang
from his horse, and approaching close to the body,
to _ make himself certain of the i,dentity, exclaimed:
·
·• "It is Ferio, who was ill at the house of Briant;
doubtlesic: he has been murdered, and here buri~d
by his iniquitous host, and now providentially
brought forth as a witness against him!" Leaving two or three- of their _number to guard the
body, the rest of the troop, includin~ Monsieur
Morel, at once waited \IIX>n the civil Judges, and
procur.ed the arrest of all inmates of Briant's
house, and a lso the removal of the corpse to a
place fitting to hold an inquest thereon. After the
examination of jl few witnesses, the conviction was
forced upon the minds of the judges that not
only Briant, But Father Constantine also was
~oncerned in the foul deed; him th3y had instantly
arrested and confined with Briant, and then sent
post-haste to Paris fo-r Dumont, Ferio's son, who,
on arriving, claimed his father's body, and with
:many tears interred it with all the solemn rites
of religion in consecrated ground.
The next step was to bring the murderers at
once to public trial, but to the dismay of all,
they had affected their escape, from the place in
which they had been confined, and fled: nor could
any trace of their whereabouts be discovered. As ·
for Lauretta, so excellent was her character that
she had instantly been r.eleas~d from priso:g, and
when closely questioned concerning the flight of
the criminals, it was evident to all that she was
•tterly ignorant of their plans. Dumont deteraiined upon avenging the death of his father, at
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once procured the services of the public officers,
and set forth in pursuit of the fugitives.
For eight days he tracked them without success, but on the ninth he was induced. to enter
a small, dirty tavern in that porti9n of .Paris
known as La Cite, and upon inquinng, learned
that there had lodged there, for three nights, two
men, whom, from the description given, he imm.ediately suspected- to be those for whom he was
in search. He left the premises, but returned
soon after with four gendarmes disguised as
workmen and they had not long been seated in
the tap-room b.efore Briant, accompanied by
Constantine, entered. The worthy friends called
for a bottle of wine, and having drank it with ·
many jests and much laughter, retired to their
room.
.
Now was the time for the gendarmes to act!
Throwing off their disguises, they forced their
way into the apartment and arrested both the
supposed murderers. Pretending the utmost indignation, 'both Briant and Constantine confidently
denied the charge, but on searching them a store
of gold, as well as the jewels purchased by Ferio
for the Duchess of Orl.eans, were found sewed up
in the linings of their garments.
The next morning, accompanied by a strong
guard, the were sent back to the place where
the murder was committed, but they still as impudently denied all knowledga of the crime, until
being adjudged to the rack, at the first wrench
Constantine confessed all, and that he and Briant
alone w.ire concerned in the double crime of robbery and murde1·. Consequently the inhuman
wretches were condemned to be hung and were
shortly after executed, their bodies after death
being burned to 'ashes and scattered to the four
winds of heaven.
-0-

IN GOD WE TRUST
· How did the motto "In God We Trust" get
upon our coins?"
In a letter written to Salmon P. Chase, the
United LStates Secretary of the Treasury, Nov.
13, 1861, M. R. Watkinson of Ridleyville, Pa.,
(who signed himself'· Minister of the Gospel),
suggested that the words "God, Liberty and Law"
be inscribed on American coins. A week later
Mr. Chase wrote to the Director of the Mint at
Philade~phia saying, "No nation can be str'mg
ex_cept m the stre~gth of God, or safe except in
His defense. The trust of our people in God
should be declared upon our coins. You will
cause a device to be prepared without unnecessary
delay with our motto expressing in the fewest and
tersest words possible that national recognition."
The Director of the Mint prepared two mottos.
"Our Country, Our God" and "God Our Trust."
Secretary Chase did not altogether approve these
and desired, "Our God and Our Country" and "in
God We T r ust." · In 1864 an act was passed which
changed the composition of .the one-cent piece but
authorized the coinage of the two-cent piece of
the Treasury. The words "In God We Trust"
first appeared on the bronze two~cent piece. In
1865 another act was passed making it lawful
to place the motto on any coin which would admit
of the inscription. Subsequently the motto was
placed on the American $5, $10 and $20 gold
pieces and late in 1865 on the 50-cent and 26-cent
pieces.
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CURRENT NEWS
. CHINESE DRUG REVIVED
'A four-tMusand -year-old drug is just coming
'back into favor. Physicians have lJ.gain started
to use ephedrine, a p_o werful aid iI) 'raising blood
pressure and treating asthma and colds. Ephedrine was a favorite-Chin ese household remedy as
far back as history carries.
VATICAN . HORSES POISO?-f.E D; ROME
1":l
POLICE HUNT PLO'.J;TERS
A number of horses in the Vatican st ablei, 1iav.e
fallen ill 1n the last few days, presumably poi~oned. Inquiry, it is said, has shown that some. harinful substance had t 0cn used in the-feed . .
Investigation is being made with the hope of
disclosing the plotters.

-----

LITTLE "REST" IN SLEEP
The average amount of "absolute rest" that is
gotten during a night's sleep is only 11 1-2 minutes, according to Prof. H. M. Johnson of the
Mellon Institute at Pittsburgh. The remajnder
of the time, he says, there is usually muscular or
mental action, such as take .place dµring- a dream.
Seven and three-quarter s hours of sleep js plenty
for any normal man or woman, the scientist ,declares.
DOGS OF ANCIENT EGYPT

On the tomb of King Antifad, who lived at

Thebes, 3,800 B. C., are portraits of his four dogs,
graven in stone with thei_r names underneath, and
'each dog is seen wearing a collar. One resembles
a foxhound; one has a curly tail and upright ears
and was probably the house-do~; tlie third is a
kind of mastiff i and the fourth 1s something like
the modern Daunatian dog.
Il'.:1:fERILS McADOOS . AT
RODEO
A wild-horse ridden by Tom Chase at a rodeo
at Santa Barbara threw ·its rider, broke through
a fence and plunged into the box occupied by William Gibbs McAdoo and members of his family.
The rider was injured in the fall. .,
Mr. McAdoo stood between his wife, children
and two women guests while they climbed out of
·
the rear of the box.
WILD

HORSE

GROWTH ACCELERA TION
Six-foot children at six years old will be possible if scientists can ever apply to human beings
the process used on some white rats recently.
Two New Haven food scientists have succeeded in
speeding up the growth of rats by special diet
so that they attain full growth in orily twentyfive days, as compared with the ordinary time
of ninety-four days. The special 'food ration contains a liberal amount of lettuce, liver and yeast,
and is especially rich in protein.
WOMEN'S VOICES l\iADE HARSH BY
SMOKING, SPECIALIST SAYS
"Smoking isn't doing women any good, it enlarges their vocal cords, makes their voices harsh
and guttural, instead of soft and sweet, and ere-

ates a general catarrhal condition," says Dr.
Franz Freme!, Austrian ear, nose and throat specialist.
Dr. Fremel declares that the number of persons
suffer ing from throat infections is increasing, due
largely to dust in the air. The condition is especially noticeable in the cities. he declares. Nerl
to dust, he says smoking causes the most throat
trouble.
GLOBE ·TO FLASH TIME 455 FEET ABOVE
· BROADWAY
..
An immense lighted globe which will flash the
hours for Broadway is to be placed 455 feet above
the· street on top of the Paramount Building at
Times Square.
The glass ball, nineteen feet in diameter, will Qe
so regulated that it 'ffllJ shine with a white light
except on the qua'rter of· the hour, when it will
.• .
flash red.
One red fliiMi will signify the first quarter, two
the· s-econd, ·three the third and four the fourth.
Immediately after the four red flashes, indicating an hour, the 'white light will fl.ash what hour
it is. The globe will be made of ninety squares
of reinforced glass.
THE MYSTERY CROW
Swinging from the dead limb of an old cottonwood tree a ;painted weather-va)'le crow excites
the curiosity of all the birds in the neighborhood .
Of the Cape Cod brand, with jet black body and
bright button eye, this crow is a constant irritation to the birds.
Two woodpeckers who ·feast on the old cottonwood cannot understand this upstart, stranger
who so nimbly turns to and fro. They give many
a fierce peck at the unresponsive• bird, and sometimes a plump young robin joins the party.
One day, with the robin for audience, the lady
woodpecker hopped on the crow's .back, while the
husband nipped briskly at his one button eye. The
crow swung slowly on, never heeding these attentions. Finally the woodpeckers and robin flew
away, the mystery still unexplained.
BRASS BAND SEND-OFF FOR WONDER
COW, STARTING 10,000 MILE EXHIBITION TOUR
A brass band and hundreds of local and rural
admirers gathered in the heart of Camden, Me.,
recently for a farewell reception to "Brownie, the
Wonder Cow," who starts a 10,000-mile exhibition
trip with the Ohio State Fair as the first stop.
Brownie has given 18,666 quarts of milk and
returned a net profit of $1,917 to Ralph W. ,Cripps,
her owner, out of a gross income of $2,263. She
is three-quarter s Aryshire wi.th a dash of Canadian blood and besides her production records
has proved an excellent breeder, .with many promising descendants.
Brownie's itinerary calls for stops at the Indiana•State Fair, the Philadelphia .Sesqui-cente nnial, Eastern State Exposition at Springfield and
the Pacific International Exposition at Portl~d,
Ore.
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BRIEF BUT POINTED
DEEPEST · WELL
The deepest well in the world is in Upper Silesia, Germany. It is a diamond-drill hole, 7,350
feet deep, in a coal f?.eld.

------

BATHS IN TRAINS
.
Transcontinental travel in the limited trains is
gaining in luxury. The latest announcement describes a train which is equipped with a woman's
shower bath in addition to one for the male passengers.
·
PAPER WATER PIPES
· They are making water pipes from paper in
France, rolling it spirally over a. metal bar to the
thickness desired, impregnating it with tar and
. then covering it witli'.° bitumen.
"

ceeds, Lillian says, will be used in furthering .!J.er
musical education in Boston schools.
TIRE CHANGING RECORD
· A short time ago the New York World Magazine published a photograph purporting to be that
of J. A. Kennedy and stating that lie hird established a world's record of seventeen :Mconds for
one-man changing of an automobile tire-off the
rim and on again-with the assistance of a new
type tool.
The World is informed by W. T. Kennedy of
Cleveland, 0., that the photograph was not .that
of J. A. Kennedy and that the latter's record· for
the change of tires has been reduced to thirteen
secc.nds.

PAINTERS LOCKED. IN BANK FIVE
4-3 FLAVORS OF HONEY
HOURS
The entomology department of the University ·
Two painters at work in the Dollar Savings
of Missouri discovered 43 distinct flavors of Bank at One Hundred and Forty-seventh .Street
honey within the State. A few .hives produced and Third Avenue, the Bronx, New York, were
a honey of an onion flavor, which the bees had imprisoned in the building for more than five
secured from the blossoms of a large patch of hours. They were locketl in when the bank was
perennial onions. This honey was white, like closed.
•
clover honey.
For hours they pounded on the door, trying to
attract attention. Finally they were heard by PaA BARREL POST OFFICE
trolman Mulcahey, of the Alexander Avenue sta,, On the Galapagos · Islands, off the coast of tion. After proving they were not burglars . they
, Ecuador, there is the strangest Post Office in the were released.
world. It is a barrel in which letters are semioccasionally placed for distribution. The United
FINDS ORGANS l\USP.LACED
States Postal Service, and, in fact, all mariners
in those waters, know about this imp romptu Post
A Richmond, Va., man who had known for some
Office and when passing that way they collect time that his heart was on the right side learned
mail there.
that his liver and appendix were on the left side
when he was bi:ought to Grace Hospital recently
LASSO DELAWARE STURGEON
for an operation:
How William Beckett and William Bayer la s"He had acute appendicitis," said Dr. Biebert
sooed a sturgeon in the Delaware River at the Bryan, who did not disclose the man's name. "I
upper end of Reedy Island is one of the big items opened the right side. No appendix. So I opened
of conversation in lower New Castle County.
the left side and found it. He is doing very well."
The men sighted the sturgeon and having no
"Doctor Bryan said that the patient, despite the
parapherna lia they decided as a joke to lasso it misplaced organs had enjoyed splendid health
with a small rope. A lucky throw caught the all his life.
huge fish behind the gills.
BEE STRATEGY
There are tons of good honey within a sliort
distance of Paradise, Arizona, where honey is a
, luxury, yet it is impossible to procure it. For
years and perhaps centuries bees have made their
home in a huge rock on the side of the mountain
near the Virtue Mine. They have been undisturbed, as no one has been able to figure out a
,Way of getting at the sweets without blasting the
rock, and that would ruin the honey.
RECORD
In South Merrimack, N. H., hidden away 'in the
Jiills, is the home of the champion schoolgirl fox
j;rapper of the Granite State. She is Lillian
Eleanor Putnam, 14, who made a record of seven
red foxes trapped during the past . winter. A
souvenir of her achievements is a beautiful neckpiece. The other pelts were sold and the pro-

ALL EUROPE HATES AMERICA BUT GERMANY, COOLJDGE TOLD
Europe is seething in a rising tide of antiAmericanism, Isaac Marcosson, international·
writer, said in discussing affairs abroad with
President Coolidge.
In nearly all the nations, with the marked exception of Germany, this anti-American feeling
has been growing mor e acute, Marcosson said,
adding:
"It is caused by America's outstanding pr_osperity. Europe doesn't Jike it. The fact that
nearly all the nations owe the United States
vast sums of money is another reason. It bea:rs
out the old saying, 'If you want to lose a friend,
lend him money.' "
In marked contrast to the anti-American wave,
however, is the marked respect and esteem with
which all the foreign rulers and potentates r.egard
President Coolidge, Marcosson s·a id.
_
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Useful, Instructive, and Amusing. They contain
Valuable Information on Almost
Every Subject.

- - LATEST ISSUES - 1200 Young Wild W est Trapping the Redskins; or, The
L ast Raid of Crazy Horse.
1201 " and the Cave Gang; or. Arletta's Desperatti
·
Shot.
1202 " L ost In the Rockies; or. The Luck a Grlzzl:,
Brought.
1203 " Electe.d a Chief : or, Arietta and the Papoose.
1204 " and "Stinger Jack"; or, The Blulf That
Wouldn't Work.
1205 " aG:m~~e Tricky Trapper; or, Arletta After Bl&.
1206 " Giving It Straight; or, The Worst Camp of All.
1207 " Gunning for Gunmen; or, Arletta and the
Greaser Ruffians.
1208 " Surrounded by Gord; or, A Treasure Worth a
million.
1209 " :Baffling Death; or, Arletta and the Chasm.
and the R eckless Regulars; or, Saving a Com1210
pan y of Cavalry.
"Busting" a Show; or, Arletta and the Actre911;
"
J.211
1215 " Loca ting a Lode; or. The OrJ?hans of Bowl11
.
, Ba ~
1212 " and the Broncho Boss; or, Catching a Craft:,
Cattlem a n.
1213 " At Six Spot Flat; or, The Joke That Made a
. ·
Fortune.
1214 " Trap.ped by Greasers: or, Arletta and the
Secret P assRge.
1216 " Government Contract; or, Arletta and the Pon:,
Express.
1217 " lllg Round -Up; or, The Champion Roper of the
B. B. R a Qcb.
1218 " TwelvA Shots; or, Arietta and the Raiders.
1210 " and the Golden Image; or, Lured to the Valley
of D eath.
1220 " Balking a Raid; or, Arletta's Leap for Liberty.
1221 " Hunting In the Sierras; or, Arietta and the
Cinnamon Bear.
1222 " Savin g the mock-house; or, Arletta and the
Allies Attack.
1223 " and the Reds kin Traitor; or, The Si'lge in the
S1tnd Hills.
1224 " Holding a Herd; o-r, Arletta's Fiery Race
1225 " and the Ten Cow-Punchers; or, Besting a Bad
Bunch.
1226 " Caug ht in a Cavern; or, Arletta's Shot in the
Dark.
1227 " Dividing the Gold; or, Settllng a Claim Dispute.
1228 " After tlle Trail Tbleves; or. Arietta's Round•
Up.
1229 " And the Pawnee Paleface; or. The Old Hunter's
Secret.
1230 " Racing & Flood; or. Arletta Shooting the
Rapids ,
1231 " and "Pinto Peter"; or, The Fight at Buckhorn
Ran ch.
1232 " Escaping Death; or, Arietta•s Fifty Mile Race.
1233 " Lost on the Desert; or, The Luck a Sand Storm
Brought.
1234 " And the Broken Gun; or, Arletta's Quick Wit.
1235 ' F.~rJ~~fhJh&u~r boys;· or, The Doom of the
1236 " and the Death Dip; or. Arietta Fighting the
·
Smelter Fiends.
1237 " And "Tarantula Tom"; or, The Worst "Bad
·
Man" In Arizona .
1238 " and the Silent Six; or, Arletta's Round-Up tn
·a Cave.
1230 " and . "Broken Bow"; or. The Siege of the
Settler s.
1240 " Gathering Gold; or. Arletta's Wonderful Find.
1241 " Showing His Skill; or, The Shoot-Up at "ShowDown ."
1242 " Am ong .the Apaches; or. Arletta and the Deatlr
•
~ t.
1243 " a nd the Government Detective; or, Tracking a
Tricky Thief.
1244 " Caught -On the Cliffs: or, Arietta's Desperate
Climb.
1245 " and tile Rancbman's Boy; or, The Sheep Herd•
•
er's Revenge.
1246 " and the Rival Ontflts ; or. Arietta's Fight On:
th" Cattle Range.
12-17 " With the Cavalry; or, The Fight at Bear Pass.
1248 " F!ndln'g a Fortune; or, Arletta and the Flooded
Cla im .
1240 " and the Mexican Raiders; or, Exposing a
Cattle King.
For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to an:Y
address · on recel11t of vrlce, Sc. per copy, In money Olt
postaire stam11s.
WESTBURY PUBLISHING CO., Inc.
New York 01t7
168 West 2Sd Street

THE BOYS OF NEW YORK STUMP
No. 42.
SPEAKER.-Conta in i ng a varied a ssortm ent of stump

speeches, Negro. Dutch a nd Irish. Also end m en's jokes.
No. 44. BOW TO WRITE IN -AN ALBUM.-A grand
collection of Album Ver ses suitable for any tim e and
occasion ; embracing Lines of Love, Afrection. Sentiment.
Humor. R espect, · a nil Condolence; al so Verses Suitablo
for Valentines and Weddi ngs.
No. 62. • BOW TO PLAY CARDS.-A complete and
handy littl,a bo ok. giving the rules a nd full <llrectlon11
for playlri"J Euchre. Cribbage. Casi no, Forty-ftvt>.
Rounce, 'Pedro Sa ncho. Draw Poker. Auction Pitch. All
Fours, and many other popular g am es of cards.
No. 68. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS.-A wondl-rful
little b ook . t elling you how to write to your sw eetheart,
your fath er, mother. sister, brother . employer; and In
fact everybody and anvhody you wi sh to write to.
No. 65. HOW TO COLLECT STA.MPS AND COINS.Con t aining valuable information regarding th e collect•
Ing and arra nging of stamps and coins. Handsomely
Illu strated .
No. 57. HOW TO MAKE MUSICAL INf'!TRUl\111:NTS.
-Full direct io ns how t o make a Ba njo, Violln, Zither.
Aeo lian Harp, Xylophone ~nd other musical Instruments ;
to gether with a brief description of nearly every musical instrum en t u sed in a ncient or modern times. Profu sely illurtrnted.
No: 118. HOW TO BE A DETECTJVE.-By Old King
Rrady, the w ell -known detective. In which be lays
down some val unhle rules f or beginners, and also relates some a dventures of well-known det Pctlves .
No. 61. BOW TO BECOME A BOWJ,ER.-A compltt'l
mamrn.l of howling. Containing full in structions for
playin g all the standard Am erican and German games;
toget h er with rules and systems In use by the principal
bowling clubs.
No. 64. HOW TO MAKE ELECTIUCAL MACHINES.

-Containing full directions for making electrical machines, Induction cons. dynamos. and many novel tova
to b e worked by electricity. By R. A. R. Bennett. Fully
•
Illustrated.
No. 67. HOW TO DO ELECTRTCAL TRICKS.-Con•
talnlng n large collection of Instructive and high l:t
a.musing electrical tricks. together with lllustratfons. By
A. Anderson.
No. 69. HOW TO DO SLEIOBT-OF-HA ND . ...,..Contalning over fifty of the latest and bes t tricks used by ma•
irlcla.ns. Also containing the secret of second . sight.
Fullv llluRtrated
No. 72. HOW TO no SIXTY TRICKS WITH '1ARD8.
· -Embracin g nil of the latest nn<I most dece ptive card
trick with Illustrations.
No, '78. HOW TO DO TRICK'S WITH NUMBERS.Showing many curious tricks with figure• and the
ma,rlc ot numhers. By A. An<l.-1-son. Fully lllustrnted.
No. 74. HOW TO WRITE J, ETTERS CORRECTLY.Contai ning full instructions for writing letters on almo~t any @uhj ect: al so Pules for punctuation and com•
pos ition, with specim en letters.
No. '76. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES BY THE lFAND.
-Contain ing rules tor t elling fortunPs by the aid of
Jines of the hand. or the secret of palmistry. Also the
secret of t ell1ng futur e events by aid of mole, marks,
scn r s. etc. IllustratPd .
No. 77. HOW TO DO FORTY TRICKS WITH
CARDR.-<'o ntai nlng decepti ve <'a rd Tricks as performed hy lea d ing r o njnrer R nn" m a gicia n•.
No. 19. H OW TO BECOME AN ACTOR.-Contalnl ng
complete instru cti on s bow to make up tor various
character s on thP stage: tog.-ther wi t h the dutiPs of the
St age Ma nager . Prompter , Scenic Artis t and -Property

·ons WILLIAMS' ,JOKF, DOOK.-<'ontalnln1 1
the lat es t j okPS, anecdotes and funny stori es of this
world -r en own Pd Oermnn corn Pdl nn.
No. 82. H-OW TO DO PALMISTRY.-Co ntnlnlng the
most ap pr oved m eth ods of r eadin g the lin es on the
hand t o11eth Pr with a full expl a natio n of their m eani ng.
phrenolo gy, a nd the kPy for telling
Al so ' exnlH lnl n g
rh ttr nctPr h y tl1P hnmn• on th e bead. Ry T,Po Hu i:o
Koch , A.C.S. Full y llln strate<l.
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